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Fiction

Caroline Burkholder – “Angry Motorcyclists
Don’t Make for Good Friends but You Might”
Today I sat next to a girl on the bus and I wanted to ask her the time but she had a
bracelet that said ‘cunt’, so I thought I might leave her alone. The next day a man texted me
and told me to wear my uniform but I don’t own any uniforms and I haven’t in quite some
time. When I asked him who he was, he claimed he was my squad leader but I don’t know of
any squads I belong to so I told him to have a good morning anyway. I don’t even think he
appreciates my good morning and I’m thinking I maybe should have given the good morning
to the cunt girl because she seems angry and unhappy and I don’t think her morning was
particularly good. But it was afternoon when I saw her and I’m not sure that would have been
appropriate, telling her to have a good morning in the afternoon. If I made her mad she might
have added more foul words to her bracelet and then she’d have an even lower possibility of
being told good morning. She also had pink hair. I think she wanted to tell people she was
unhappy with her pink hair. Or maybe that was the job of the safety pins on her backpack or
her Doc Martens. I don’t even know. I think that if I was to show my anger I just wouldn’t go
on the bus at all. I would just ride a motorcycle because that’s the most appropriate form of
transportation if you’re angry. Motorcycles have a long tradition of carrying angry people to
places with other angry people so they can get drunk and be angry together. Buses are for
people who are poor and that’s fine. Buses are unassuming and humble. You pay for them with
tokens, which seems childish and a little absurd when you think about it for too long. I always
say the bus makes me feel blue collar. It makes me feel working class. When I used to ride the
bus a lot I smoked because I thought smoking was blue collar too. Smoking on the way home
from the bus stop is pretty blue collar. I hate the bus. I hate that it leaves without you and I
hate that you have to bring activities. Maybe everyone else doesn’t bring activities. I always
do, but sometimes I just think that’s because I am the most awkward human alive. I’m nervous
I will laugh at someone else’s joke and I will eavesdrop too obviously and someone will beat
me up. I feel like I need an activity so bad that sometimes I fake it. I wore headphones when
my iPod was out of batteries. I feel guilty about that. Maybe someone would have talked to me.
They probably wouldn’t have. People rarely make friends with strangers on the bus, but maybe
they would have talked to me the day I faked the music. The day I sat next to cunt girl wasn’t
the same day I faked the music but it might as well have been. I wish it was. She couldn’t
possibly have been angrier than I am neurotic and nervous. If our freak days aligned we could
have been great friends. We wouldn’t ride busses or motorcycles. We would ride bikes because
bikes are thoughtful and nostalgic and healthy and those are things we should be. We would
cut off her bracelet and I wouldn’t wear my stupid silent headphones and we could just ride our
bikes and we could be friends. We should be friends.
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Lauren Freeman – “Burrow”
His half-brother Milton came back from the war that winter to stay on the farm with
him, Grandma and Grandpa, because Milton’s mother was long dead and he had nowhere else
to go. Grandma told Mel to just ignore some of the things Milton said. She said not to stay
anywhere alone with him too long. Mel nodded, kissed her and scrambled off outdoors.
Grandpa didn’t say anything about Milton except that he was a good boy and he would be
useful. He didn’t say what he would be useful for. Mel didn’t know anything about war. He
didn’t know anything about his daddy or his daddy’s first wife. He didn’t know anything about
Milton.
Grandpa came into Mel’s room the day before Milton came. A cow had been missing
for three days. They walked to her. She was over hills and over creeks, through clusters of
frozen blackberry bramble and behind a copse of slanted trees. The day faded from yellow to
grey. Mel was sure she was dead when he saw her from the distance. She was slung,
motionless, her head caught in the crevice of a tree broken by lightning into a V-shape.
“What a damn shame,” Grandpa said. His voice was soft and his lips barely moved.
The words could have come from the air, from the wind, from the cow wedged into a broken
tree. They got closer. She wasn’t dead. Pink and yellow maggots, black static flies, and sugary
rings of ants were clustered around the eyes, the nose, and the grey-lavender tongue that fell
over her teeth. Mel felt a scream in his throat but there was no sound. The cow was mumbling
to herself in low and strangled moos; the bizarre chant of a half-dead animal. Her tail was
swishing, keeping time. Maybe it always had been. Grandpa fired and the cow was gone.
Milton wanted to go roaming with their shotguns some nights that winter. Like
brothers, Mel thought. Mel carried his gun in both hands in front of him, presenting it to the
forest ahead. Milton carried his with one hand and let it flop like a dead thing. He had a bottle
of whiskey with him on this night. He tried to get Mel to drink some.
“No, I can’t, I never have,” Mel said.
“Don’t be a pussy,” Milton said. He said pussy a lot.
“Grandma will smell it, she’ll know and Grandpa’ll whoop me,” Mel said. Milton
muttered something and drank and hummed to himself. They neared the mouth of the wood.
Cren came limping from behind the house with a pail in his hand. He was the farm
hand, and he was crusted and dull, and he was staring up at the sky and making soft grunts. His
body was bloated under his overalls. Grandma said he had the mind of a baby and the body of
a man. He smelled like stewed cabbage, like the outhouse in the summer, like meat left out
overnight.
His face was grey and matte with dead skin. He looked around with black eyes and
sniffed the dirt beneath his fingernails. Grandma said he didn’t mean no harm, he was a poor
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soul and needed them. He helped Grandpa anyhow. Cren would sit in the back row by himself
during Sunday service and he would sing weird songs, and the Kutsford girls would giggle and
point and whisper.
Sally was the cutest of the Kutsford girls. Mel watched her twist her body around to
finger the air and gasp with her sisters in delight as Cren sang, “Oh up in the mornin’, Oh I’m
up in the blue, Hear the cocks coodly crowing, Cows that moo.” The girls shrieked and bared
their lip-framed teeth at Cren. His grey face kept mooing and cockadoodling. It made Mel feel
cold and he would set his teeth to grinding. He would rise between his grandparents to sing the
praise of the Lord.
They left Cren smacking his dull face into shapes after Milton had poked at him.
Sometimes in the wood Milton would stop and shoot something off in the distance and curse
loudly, look around at Mel and ask him if he saw that crazy shit and Mel never saw anything
but he would nod and laugh and agree.
It was quiet for a while except for Milton spitting yellow-black tobacco into the leaves.
Mel held himself, held his gun. He didn’t know what they were walking towards.
“You know your mama’s a slut?” Milton said. His voice was soft and low. Mel had
heard some other guys say these words. There was something about these words that was both
sacred and damned. He didn’t know what his voice would sound like if he said them, but he
wanted it to be soft and low, a rumble like Milton’s.
“She sleeps with all them boys at her bar because she can’t afford to keep your scrawny
ass fed.” Milton poked him in the ribs. His finger was sharp. Fingers like that were meant only
to hurt. Everyone said Milton looked like their daddy. Mel stared at his feet and imagined the
world turning. He was walking on a big rolling ball.
“Bet she’s not even a good lay. I bet our Daddy would’ve left her if he hadn’t a-died,”
Milton said. He was not smiling. “He was still with my mama when she died. You know he
kissed her every day and he pinched her and he would say, ‘Have mercy!’ And kiss her more. I
bet he never did that for your mama,” he said. He took a drink. He spat. Mel saw the yellow
squish and his stomach went cold. Milton was not looking at Mel. His face was in the trees
above; his eyes were in the gray soup of the sky.
Grandma would show Mel pictures of his daddy some nights when Grandpa was away
at the auction. She would sit in her rocking chair and sip wine by herself and whisper things.
“My baby,” she would say. “Oh, my baby. My only baby.” She would run her crinkled
fingertips over the face in the photograph. They would sit for a while, quiet in the night, and
Mel would lay his head on her shoulder or her knee. She would kiss Mel’s face and give him
some biscuits with honey and tell him to let her alone and get to bed, she was tired. Mel would
lie in bed and bunch up his pillow and hold it tight.
He would shut his eyes tight to shut out the darkness of the country around him. He
shut out Grandma and Grandpa lying stiff in their bedroom, shut out the wild Ozark night, shut
out the shivering trees and the sick, wild animals howling things that he couldn’t hear because
they were so far away. But he could see them. In his dreams, he could see. He could see their
heads shaking around. He could see their dark bodies rubbing up against the wind.
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“You don’t know my mom,” Mel said. His words fell out of his mouth and onto the
forest floor. He felt his face burn, so he held his breath and held his gun tight to his chest,
hugging the closest thing there was to hug. Grandpa said it had been his daddy’s gun. Milton
scoffed and said something about how he didn’t need to know her to know what kind of
woman she was.
Milton stopped. His eyes were blue, burning, and his mouth was open. His tongue
crawled across his yellowed teeth. Fifteen feet away were a snake and a rabbit. Mel thought
they were dancing together and he smiled and looked at Milton to see if he was smiling too. He
was not.
Part of the snake’s body was piled into a chunky coil. His heavy head and brown
crusting neck was following the rabbit. She was fat and gray, but she hopped around
frantically. Fire feet, Mel thought. She was breathing heavy and fast. Mel could hear her small
voice, tender and quiet, but shrill. He stopped smiling. She sounded like a lady in pain.
Last winter, when Grandpa first gave him the gun, Mel would go outside to shoot
things. Grandma told him only to shoot things that weren’t alive.
“Don’t you kill no animals,” she said. “And don’t shoot near the house or you’ll shoot
me.” She laughed and he kissed her on the cheek and promised. He would walk around his
Grandpa’s land for hours after he was done milking, or if Grandpa needed Mel to get out of his
hair for a while. He would walk and walk on top of the rolling earth and watch the trees shake
all around him. He would listen to the quiet loneliness of the earth and keep one hand on his
chest to keep away the creeping feeling.
He would shoot big slow toads. He expected a pile of blood and flesh but they were
always so torn apart from the blast that the little bits of toad would spray in all directions.
There would be nothing.
There was a squealing from within the underbrush, maybe in the hollow belly of a
nearby tree. The burrow, Mel thought. Her treasure, her only babies.
“Milton, shoot the snake,” he said. He kept both hands on his own gun, but he didn’t aim, he
couldn’t remember how, he didn’t know how to do it. Milton turned.
“You want me to shoot the snake?” he said. He was pointing his gun at Mel and
laughing. Mel backed away. He didn’t think about Milton’s gun. He was terrified that he would
slip over the leaves. He imagined the below, where all was covered in Milton’s yellow-black
spit, and he couldn’t stand to get that thick brew on his body. Mel stumbled a little and Milton
laughed, it was all a joke, he was just fooling. No need to get scared. Pussy. Milton turned back
to the dancing animals and licked his lips furiously. They were white, his lips.
Once, on a day of victory, Mel found a little spot of toad blood on his face when he
came back to dinner and he prayed that Grandma wouldn’t see it, but he savored it in secret,
the trophy of his killing, the blood on his cheek.
“Shoot the snake, Milton, please,” Mel said. “Please Milton, please, shoot the snake.
Just shoot it please!” He had the rabbit’s voice. His skin crawled. Some of the spit might have
gotten on him and he wiped at his face and clawed his hair to get it off.
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Milton fired and the rabbit was gone. He fired again and the snake was gone. Milton
was breathing heavy and slow.
“How could you miss? How could you miss,” Mel said. He was running to the burrow,
the squealing gold. He imagined bringing them back to Grandma, her smile. He would be their
savior and he would raise them and keep one as a pet, and they might eat the rest or sell them.
He placed a finger on a small brown back. They were soft and hot and squirming like there was
a boiling beneath them. He would keep just one.
Milton grabbed at his shoulder and threw him away from the burrow. Mel saw the
cluster of squirming bodies disappear, swallowed by the small tunnel. He gasped in the frigid
dusk. His gun fell next to him. He choked on the heat bubbled in his chest.
“How could you miss the snake? You weren’t but ten feet away from it. How could you
miss?” Mel said. He felt the burning on his face, in his nose and in his eyes.
“I didn’t miss, you big pussy,” Milton said. He was poking at the nest with sharp
fingers.
Desecration, Mel thought. He had heard this word in service but to him there were no
words behind it, because when the four syllables fell from the preacher’s mouth they hit the
floor and lay there, squirmed, and withered to vapors while Mel watched the soft movements
of Sally Kutsford’s neck and counted the specks on her peppered skin, and when she rose with
her sisters from the benches and plucked her tights from her thighs and threw her brown hair
back, he tried to chart the constellations on her chest and the curves of her throat. He
documented the spots on her face and all the watery lines and shapes. He saw the blood
beneath the flesh. He saw the crystal bones beneath the soupy blood. He kept maps of bodies
and nightly studied them, praying for hidden treasure sunken beneath waves of time and space.
The burrow squealed.
“C’mon Milton, let’s get them and go,” he said.
“We’ll go. But they ain’t going nowhere with us,” Milton said. The blast was close and
left Mel on the leaves and spit. Milton turned and walked back towards the house. Mel sat by
himself with his head on his knees. He cried so long that he forgot what he had been crying
about. He did not think about the golden burrow. He did not think about the cow with maggots
in the eyes. He did not think about Grandma and her photographs. He did not think about the
rabbit mother and he did not think about the snake.
Big pussy, he thought, and the words were sitting on his lips but they didn’t step down.
He did not confess himself to the trees that shivered overhead or the burrow of blood in the
hollow below. He picked up his gun with one hand.
Milton was on top of the hill when Mel came out of the throat of the wood. He was
poking at Cren. Cren was hollering words and songs that made no sound. His lips fluttered into
pink ovals, and his face was grey.
That night, Mel pressed his pillow close to his chest and burned. He remembered. One
early morning the summer before, he was in Moline with his mother. He woke up. He did not
remember dreaming. He left the room shared with Lacey and Roy. The sun had yet to rise and
he had stood in the hall, listening to the murmurs of day’s preconception, the whispers of water
pipes and obscure creaks of wood from a phantom footfall. Secrets, he thought.
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He heard another noise, soft and quiet, but shrill, as if it had come from a small pain.
He put his head into the living room. A naked body lumbered on top of Mother. Their bodies
were too big for the couch they were squirming on.
They didn’t see him watching them. They didn’t see him watching the light from the
rising sun twist in through the window, fill the room, and turn the half-empty brown beer
bottles to amber and gold. They didn’t see him watching his mother’s brassy curls shiver up
and down. They didn’t see him watching her mouth let out strange sounds full of panic and
breath.
Mel shivered. The wild Ozark night was all around.
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Olumayowa Ogunjobi – “A Handsome Hunk
of Blubber”
He was an unknown foreigner. A magnificent animal. All the faces in Lagos came
together to see what had washed up onto Bar Beach. Nigerians are not whalers. While
occasionally, one might see a tail- long as a canoe- rise out of the water around Lagos Island; I
doubt anybody had seen one of these beasts in it’s entirety. Now this Blue whale, twice the size
of a Cessna seaplane, was almost dead on the dry sand, intriguing people while scaring the hell
out of the horses.
Nobody had harpooned it and no ship had collided with it. We didn’t even know if it
swam up to our beach to die, or if it’s unbelievable girth was swept ashore by atlantic currents.
It was faced down on the shore like an exhausted swimmer, hardly breathing, and it’s tail hung
in the water, unmoved by the lapping water. We decided that it was a he. In her time of dying,
a whale cow would gladly sink into the ocean’s depths, to die with dignity and to make the
scavengers happy; but it is typical of a man to be such a blubbery nuisance. Lying on his belly,
he was dark and six foot tall. Standing on his back was like being at the tip of a ship’s bow; his
skin was gray but from one angle it appeared black, and when the sun was bright he shined
blue like a submarine.
The first to find him were a group of thugs. They were older teenagers who spent their
days drinking Ogogoro and embezzling money from honest people, before spending their
nights busy partying with loose girls. This blue whale had a stroke of luck because they arrived
with their girls, so instead of tearing him apart for souvenirs they decided to flex their muscles
and push him in the water. They were incredibly sure of themselves, strategizing and
positioning themselves for this extreme chore. All of them were going to begin pushing at the
whale’s head so they could slide him into a position that was perpendicular to the water. Then
they would separate into two groups, one on the head and another by the tail, which would let
them roll him into the water with ease. They did not push it by an inch, one thug in a RUNDMC shirt even appeared to rupture a spinal disc in the process. The Blue whale just blinked,
like he was saying “I appreciate the effort guys, but this isn’t gonna work”.
Children had been watching them throughout this foolishness, exhausted from selling
plastic bags full of iced water along the sand spits. Most were terrified of this unusually big
fish. Such a creature to them only could be conjured by Mami wata, solely for the purpose of
rolling over a human being or swallowing a child whole. More than a dozen sat many yards
away gossiping about him. Two or three mustered up the courage to join the effort to force him
back into the water. The dread-headed one returned to the group to tell bewildering tales of the
beast that lay twenty feet away. He spread his arms out to demonstrate the size of it’s eyeball,
and he swore that a basketball would drop right into the blowhole. They slowly inched close
enough to see the scars on his body. They decided the scars were probably from fights with
other bulls and struggles to survive attack from other predators. But they also concluded that he
did not look like a violent whale. Finally someone touched the whale and was not crushed to
death. This spurred the free for all petting session, full of Ooohs and Aaahs and “Awww, look
at him blink!”. One girl in a salmon dress thought his name would be Jose, because he looked
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like a very sincere whale. A younger girl, no older than seven, violently disagreed; she was
sure his name was Taiwo, because he was a Nigerian whale. But then the girl in the dress told
Jose’s life story. How he dedicated his life to one beautiful cow, protecting her in the
treacherous oceans; and how she left him for a more powerful bull, so poor Jose had nothing
else to do but end his life on the nearest beach. “Poor Jose!”, they all echoed.
The men who rented out horses to tourists were hardly interested. A little boy with
scarified cheeks knelt in front of a handler and pleaded that he use the strength of his horses to
pull Jose back into the water, to no avail. Those horses would not go near Jose anyway, not for
a million apples and carrots. Besides, many of the handlers lived in beach tents with their
horses, and if Jose died they might not have to go to the market for days. The man chuckled as
the little boy ran off into town.
He was speechless when the boy returned with over thirty people. Security guards,
children, street cooks, more thugs, and one policeman had been recruited by the story of Jose,
and the whore that put him in this position. They were determined to watch him freely swim
back into deep water, an end beffiting a Disney movie. The thugs instantly took a dislike to the
crowds arrival, it was a testament to their own incompetence. They comforted themselves by
calling the shots, telling the arrivals to push this end, or pick up that end, and roll that part.
Everyone got on one side of Jose and pushed hard, they heaved till they slipped and fell, then
ran away in fear of being crushed. The kids always re-assured the others, “Jose is a gentle man,
don’t be afraid!”. They pushed for many minutes at a time to no avail, and took breaks inbetween to rest. As they began to notice that no progress had been made within an hour of
pushing, the group disbanded slowly.
It was when they were taking a ten minute break that the little boy saw Jose blink, but
he did not open his eyes again. Everyone that was sitting on the sand, breathing heavily, was
still present because they secretly loved Jose. They wanted him to swim off and find another
sexy cow, and bring her to Lagos Island; they might have a calf, and the gigantic happy family
would swim where we could all see them and say “There’s Jose, he’s our Nigerian whale”.
Now he was dead on our beach, and thirty people began to cry. Grown men soaked their shirts
wiping off tears and children knelt face down on the sand bawling as if they had just been
orphaned. The horse handlers came down to find out what all the commotion was about, and
when they saw the poor helpless soul, surrounded with so much love, they sat down on the
sand and bawled with everyone else.
Those who left earlier were beginning to return with bowls, pots, pans and knives. This
was a Blue whale, a creature with a tongue weighing at least 2 metric tons. Besides, pushing
him in the water would attract sharks, while he would simply rot on land. The thugs returned to
commodify the carcass, from then on anyone could take as much of Jose as they wanted for
twenty naira.
As if he was not the creature who recently radiated awesomeness, the first of his kind to
visit our city, he was draped with palm fronds, lit on fire, his skin seared off like he was a
dwarf goat at a party. Soon everyone that was left began to dig in, beginning by cutting off
blubber in tender slices and butchering blows, stuffing the white fat inside newspapers and
large tin cans. Eventually the thugs became bored and pried Jose’s mouth open, knocking out
many of his baleen plates for souvenirs. They were satisfied enough to leave the beach and the
food became free. Everyone smiled and thanked God for the bountiful feast they had
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unexpectedly received as the meat gradually gave way to bone. Those who loved Jose sat by a
beach tent and watched the salvage take place. They knew that if he decided to die under the
sea, scavengers with gills and tails would dismantle him anyway. There was no protest as a
woman with a baby lashed onto her back carted away a wheelbarow holding a large chunk of
meat, a large part of Jose’s blowhole. People left and returned with plastic bags to fill with
meat of the whale’s tongue, pectorals and tail fluke; they had families to feed and were
stocking up for the weeks to come. Those who loved Jose sighed but did not protest once. They
knew that after Lagos engorged itself with whale meat, and the seagulls arrived to pick the
carcass clean; the wind would blow, and slowly cover the bones of the once mighty Jose with
layer upon layer of sand. The large skeleton would be buried and transformed into another sand
dune on our beach; and while he might be invisible, people could always play on it, lay in it’s
shade, or watch the tide come in while atop; and they would know that they really were with
him, Jose the Nigerian whale.
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Tyler Templeton – “The Key Tree”
A Flash Fiction Series

Elliot’s Diet
Our little dog was yapping for his treats and I gave in. We were all three playing and
laughing on the grass next to the fountain on Landis. It was too cold for anyone else to be
around. Mary and I took Hoover everywhere we went. We stole his name from a car salesman,
not the president. He was a nice man but Mary and I never bought a car, we only stole his
name. Hoover the dog was a bastard though. Mary didn’t think so. I told her we should have a
cat but she thought cats were for old ladies and also, as she put it, soulless people who don’t
like dogs. So I gave the fucker another dried out salmon cake. Mary saw me do it and smiled. I
looked at her and told her I would make dinner tonight. She told me she was sick of the cheese
and bread but didn’t care about the wine because she wouldn’t be drinking. So I said I would
cook her anything she wanted and I’ll have that semi-soft goat cheese I picked up the other
day.
After a week on my new diet of cheese, bread and wine I asked some doctors what they
thought and they all were unsure. My general practitioner told me people lived on similar diets
in periods of history where the average life expectancy respective was between 35 and 46 years
old. Fuck that, in those times households dumped buckets full of piss and shit out onto the
streets. Their diets were probably keeping them alive. So goes my logic. Not that it’s
reasonable to try what I tried, but I tried it anyways.
Mary was weary of my diet since I started it. She thought I needed to eat greens and
consume more complex combinations of amino acids than those found in bread and cheese. I
told her cheese was pretty complex stuff. And she agreed but said it’s protein structure wasn’t.
I told her I wasn’t worried about protein structure. I worried about the taste structure. She said
it could kill me and reminded me about that homeless guy I saw behind the abandoned
warehouse against the key tree graffiti. I told her this was nothing like that. He didn’t eat or
drink anything at all. He wanted to die. And she said she was still worried because of what I
was going to do behind that warehouse if I didn’t find him. And I told her I did find him and
now I want to eat bread, wine and cheese so I could get more in touch with extra-worldly
ideals. She said she didn’t understand. I told her about the yeast in bread and wine, and the
mold and bacteria in cheese that made their existence possible. She said she knew and still
didn’t see why I thought it was such a good idea.
She asked me about mushrooms and I said what about them? She told me they were a
fungus and very natural. And I agreed but I also explained how bread, wine and cheese
harnessed what was natural to produce something else. Something still of this world, but
something this world couldn’t create alone. I told her I saw the interaction of these natural
things as little happenings that have always been possible and always will be possible and how
people were just really good at finding those sorts of secrets that are so abundant in the world.
She looked at me and said she still didn’t understand but was glad that at least I did.
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Waiting to Die
R.D Holmes has collected every printing of the Miami Herald for the last few years. He
never read any of the stories, only the obituaries and personal ads. His brother had a spot in
both sections of the first newspaper in his collection. R.D Holmes always wanted to find
another such anomaly. The personal ad looked like this:
White male, 22 years old, seeking a female travel companion with
love in her eyes and flowers in her hair. I’m not Robert Plant
but I am going to California. Serious inquiries only.
233-1960
R.D wrote his brother’s obituary before he knew this ad existed. The obituary looked
like this:
Bart Samuel Holmes 1957-1979
He was a Brother, Son and Scholar. He misjudged the world and thought it could not
offer him enough. He thought love didn’t exist. He said he looked everywhere. He will be
missed.

Bart always said he was okay. He claimed he could forget everything that was wrong in
the world like he was Jake Gittes in Chinatown, his favorite film. But he couldn’t. He
disappeared a few weeks before he died and made his way from Miami up north to
Tallahassee. He took a bus probably but it doesn’t matter, he got there. It was a good place for
him. There were others like him, homeless, lifeless, running on fumes of some unknown origin.
Just the sort of place he could go to die.
It wasn’t California and he knew that. He didn’t write that ad for himself. The phone
number in the classified was R.D’s. He thought if he couldn’t live his life the way it was in
songs and films he should at least try to help his brother achieve the impossible. The ad had no
replies.
Bart met this guy Wayne Worthing in Tallahassee. He was a man who had managed to
forget about everything wrong in his life. He mentioned something to Bart about his abandoned
son Elliot and a wife who never deserved him. But he said he didn’t think of them much.
Wayne had an impressive beard. He told Bart he liked the beard because it could carry flavors
for days and the salty flavors were long lasting while the sweet ones would fade. He said he
never knew when his next meal was and a little taste of something was better than not having
any food to eat. Bart told him he couldn’t grow a beard and so had little to look forward to.
Wayne agreed but didn’t know what to say and said nothing.
Since Bart couldn’t taste anything and he remembered everything, he thought it was a
good idea to sit down and die. He chose to sit up against a wall that was at the back of an
abandoned warehouse decorated with graffiti. The mural was a leafless tree with birdcages tied
to strings hanging from the branches. There were no birds in the cage. The cages’ keys were
there instead. Most of them were locked inside the and perched up like birds. Some of the
cages were open with their corresponding keys hanging next to them tied on their own strings.
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It was all in shades of grey and black and white and the keys could have been crows and the
tree was probably dead.
R.D got a call from Tallahassee P.D saying that a Bart Holmes had died and asked if
R.D was his next of kin. R.D said yes and arranged to have the body cremated and he drove up
for the remains. He was told Bart died of dehydration against a wall and it was probably selfinflicted but they officially recorded it as a death by natural causes, not suicide. He could’ve
blamed Wayne but R.D didn’t know him and blamed himself for his brother’s death.
He never found another person with a personal ad and obituary in the same newspaper
and he never went to California.

Lollipop Moustache

One time Wayne Worthing took a shit while he was sitting at a bar. It wasn’t a crowded
bar, or a bar for homeless men like him. There were only a few graduate students there,
drinking micro brews and whatever else was cool. A student quickly got up from one of the
booths but without too much purpose and unwittingly ordered a drink next to Wayne.
“Dude, you smell like shit,” she told him after ordering her dirty martini on the rocks.
“Yea?” He sipped his gin and tonic for familiarity and failed to acknowledge her
further.
“I would expect a homeless man to smell, but not like an actual pile of shit. Is my
martini almost done?” She raised her brows and pointed them in Wayne’s direction with jerks
of her head and a worried face as she asked the lady behind the bar.
“Did you want it on the rocks?” the bartender asked, moving faster to finish making the
drink.
“Please,” she added impatiently.
The bartender finished shaking the drink, strained the frosted vodka over more ice and
added some extra olive juice from the jar before she adorned the martini with the speared
fruits.
“How do you even know I’m homeless? You don’t know where I live, or where I
don’t.” Wayne managed to say this as the student’s drink was set down and before she could
walk away. He still wasn’t looking at her.
“You don’t know where you live. That’s homeless.”
“You’re drunk and rude.”
“And you smell like shit.” She snatched up her drink, and was glad to be gone from the
bar. She was drunk enough to feel good about putting down a homeless man.
Wayne continued on his gin and tonic, which became less and less familiar as the glass
emptied. He ordered another one.
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“Hey, could I get a double gin and tonic with lime? Very little tonic.” He put up his
right hand and with his left, drew attention to the quarter inch of space he created between his
right thumb and forefinger in case she didn’t know what very little meant.
“You know, you’ve ordered seven of these the same way. I haven’t forgotten.”
“Yea?” He said, looking down at his hands locked together.
The bartender shook her head and was much nicer than the student. She wasn’t drunk
and must have felt sorry for Wayne. She made him a triple, and poured his drink into a
Styrofoam cup.
“Mean as that bitch was, she was right. You do smell like shit. You can’t be here
anymore.”
Wayne took his cup, left his only bill, a twenty, and chugged half of his drink as he
went for the back door. He exited, walked down the stairs, into the alley and he found a nice
corner that he didn’t mind staring at. He took the rest of his drink and poured it over his head.
The ice fell to the ground the liquid beaded up on his greasy hair and dripped down to bead up
on his greasy beard. He wasn’t sure which felt nicer; the aesthetic corner he chose or his
familiar shower. He was partial to the graffiti in his corner that showed one stick figure trying
to stab another. Wayne thought it looked like the stabber was missing his target but the target
couldn’t get away. He wished for the victim to escape and for the assailant to hit his mark.
Wayne wanted it both ways.
He wasn’t so sure the gin shower was a good idea anymore and thought standing in the
corner would have been more than enough to make him feel right. The shower did turn his
moustache into a tasty adult lollipop though. Good for at least a few licks. But Wayne realized
that wet clothes were not good for 40-degree weather.
It took Wayne a while to realize anything, mostly because he tried not to realize
anything at all. Only, that’s impossible. So he found out everything late.
Like that twenty he used for his drinks tonight. He took it from a dead body, a nearly
week old dead body. And Wayne knew the guy. He believed the man to be sleeping, not dead.
It was his homeless friend Bart who he had known for a couple weeks in Tallahassee.
Bart quit eating, moving, drinking and thinking one morning about a week ago, behind
an abandoned warehouse and died a few days after. He sat down against the back wall of the
building underneath that key tree. Bart met one man while he was waiting to die and the two of
them spoke.
“I’m Elliot. What’s your name?” The man asked as he wiped a tear from his face with
his gun wielding hand. He was surprised to find someone behind the warehouse. He was ready
to be alone.
“I’m Bart, just here waiting.”
“What for? If I may ask.”
“Waiting to die, or for death. Whichever comes.”
“Those sound the same to me.”
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“Well, I’ve always thought that a person either dies, and just dies and is gone. Or they
meet death, and are driven into the ground, flown up away from the earth, or escorted into the
body of a bird or rat, or something like that. I haven’t been able to decide which one will
happen, and I’m anxious to see.”
Elliot scratched his head with his gun and hoped none of those things happened when a
person dies. If he was wrong about being judged, only to be forgiven and live in eternal
paradise, he didn’t want to know it yet. He thought Bart could be right.
“Here’s some money. You can use it if you’re a rat or something like that after you
meet death.” Elliot jammed a twenty in Bart’s coat pocket and emptied the gun as he walked
back to his life.
Wayne enjoyed the key tree aesthetics even more than Bart and would visit it weekly.
So Wayne was walking behind that warehouse a week after Bart had sat and waited. When he
found Bart he tried to wake him without knowing he was dead. Wayne thought the maggots
and flies crawling in and around his neck were his pets. And he thought the opossum nibbling
on Bart’s finger was the favorite. He figured the smell of his friend’s death acquainted flesh,
was just the animals. While he rustled his friend’s coat to try and wake him, he felt the cash
and took it from his pocket. Wayne thought Bart wouldn’t have remembered it upon waking up
if it was still sitting, unspent, in his pocket. Wayne left with the money and expected to see
Bart later that day, perhaps in a corner of the city they shared a liking for.
With his newfound fortune Wayne arrived at the bar still unaware of his friend’s sate
and didn’t know the truth until after he was almost done with six gin and tonics. His shit at the
bar was evidence of his latest realization and his familiar shower did nothing to cleanse him
and neither of the stick figures got what he wanted. Cold and alone Wayne thought life was
tough as he stood there in his chosen corner licking his moustache before all the sweetness was
gone.
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Aaron Summers – “The Lamentable Fate of
Mr. Fluffpaws
Dear, Ms. Reinhart
I wanted to tell you how sorry I am for the loss of your cat, Mr. Fluffpaws. I ain’t got a
lot to do in this holding cell and my lawyer told me it might impress the judge if I wrote you
something saying I’m sorry, even though that ain’t why I’m in here. He says that it won’t help
much to say sorry to the police for cussing at them and elbowing one of them. He says that
would be expected and wouldn’t really count too much. He calls all that being tactful. Another
reason I wouldn’t say I’m sorry to them goddamn policemen is that they called me a liar after
they’d arrested me. You see, I wasn’t trying to hurt Mr. Fluffpaws when I was throwing them
firecrackers all around. I was trying to hurt Robby Parkis, and when the police asked me why, I
told them. He stole my mom. And that’s true, but they didn’t believe me so I say they’re a
bunch of sons of bitches and I ain’t sorry for nothing.
Not that you want to hear about any of that. The police and this judge are my problems
and I ain’t writing to you so you feel sorry for me because it wouldn’t be right, me killing your
cat and all. Thing is, I know why the police thought I was kidding. I guess that’s the thing
about us living in a town like this. There ain’t a lot of people so everyone seems to hear about
everyone’s business. That’s why they looked at me like I’m some kind of loon, because
everyone knows that my mom’s been dead these last six months, so it ain’t likely that Robby
Parkis could have made off with her, not from my house anyway. But that’s what happened.
That’s the truth.
You probably remember Robby from that time he put a M-80 in your birdhouse. I know
I’ve already said sorry for that. Still don’t think I should have but my daddy told me that just
being there made me guilty, so, you might remember that I did, even if you’re so old your
memory’s going which is something else my daddy said. Anyway, I liked it when he wanted to
play with me because he’s older and I ain’t got many friends to begin with. Him being twelve
a, full two years older than I am, he can tell me and show me lots of things that I don’t reckon I
should know which makes me want to. Like he showed me one time this magazine he stole
from his daddy. I think his daddy’s some kind of doctor because the magazine had a bunch of
pictures of lady parts that were taken real close, like inches away. And I don’t really know why
Robby liked them but he told me if anybody knew about it we’d be in trouble, so I liked
looking at them too. And it was fun doing something with someone else, my daddy and me
haven’t done much together since the funeral.
The day we buried Mom the house was all dark and quiet and it was like I could still
feel her in it even though I knew she wasn’t. My dad just asked if I was alright and waited for
me to nod. His face looked like he didn’t want nothing more from me. Since then that’s pretty
much how we’ve acted, he just sits in front of the TV when he ain’t working, brings home
dinner in a box for the microwave, and asks me stuff, like how school is. There’s a lot of stuff
that I do want to talk to him about, like Mom, but he never looks like he wants to hear it. He
always looks like he’s upset, not sad or angry, just tired like.
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A few weeks ago, he started coming home on Friday nights with beer. I never seen him
drink one because he takes to going out to the shed in our back yard. The first time he went to
the back door I was watching him. He stopped like he could feel me watching and turned
around and said don’t come out here. If anything happens, or you need anything, use the house
phone and call my cell. I nodded like I always do and watched him go out, wondering if he was
ashamed to be drinking in front of me.
Yesterday I saw Robby Parkis for the first time in months. He said that he would have
seen me sooner but he’d heard about my Mom and thought that I’d still be sad. I remember
smiling and saying nah about that, but just him saying it made me feel sad. He said he had a
gift for me and pulled a plastic bag out of his pocket. There were like ten M-80s in it and a red
cigarette lighter with the safety torn off. Robby calls that devirginizing it, but I never
understood what that meant. We spent a few hours in my back yard getting some of my action
figures and tying the firecrackers to them. I asked Robby if we could blow up some of his toys
but he said it would be better if we used mine. After we lit off about six of them, Robby said
we should save the rest for tomorrow. He told me I’d have to hide them because we’d get in
trouble if my daddy found out I had them. I told him I know just where we could and took him
to the shed. Inside, there’s a lot of space other than our lawnmower and an old couch my daddy
moved in to do his drinking on. But what I was looking for was our chest, a really big and long
thing that could fit about two of me in it.
I had Robby be lookout, in case my daddy might come home early or something. I
remembered him telling me not to come in here. When I got on my knee and opened the chest,
I first didn’t really know what I was looking at, but after a while I realized it was a lady. I
could see that she wasn’t a real lady. She was plastic and all blown up like a beach ball or
something. But she was wearing one of my mom’s dresses, and on her face was a picture of my
mom’s face stuck on with tape. I reached in and peeled one of the pieces off so I could look
behind the picture. The lady underneath it looked like she was really surprised, scared even like
she’d just seen a ghost. I must have sat there staring for a while because Robby started asking
what I was looking at. I put the picture back down and waited a bit longer, trying to figure that
out for myself. Finally I knew and so I told us both. It’s my mom, I said.
That got him confused so he came over and looked in. He was surprised too but not like
I was. His was more of a happy surprise. Hoowee, he said, that ain’t nobody’s mom. That
made me kind of angry, so I stood up and closed the lid. It is my mom, I told him. He was
smiling and putting up his hands like he wasn’t taking me seriously. Ok, ok, he said, and then
he looked back down at the chest and started licking his lips like he was thinking about
something. After a while he looked back at me and said can I borrow her? For what? I asked. I
was getting real angry now. I don’t know, he said, just to borrow her for a bit. I just stared at
him. You can keep the dress, he said, and the picture. I told him no, and that he could go to
Hell, and then I pushed him.
I already told you he was bigger than me, so you know this was a bad idea. I pushed
him and he pushed me back twice as hard, making me fall over and skin my elbow on the floor.
I just laid there hurting and holding my arm and cursing at him, and Robby was starting to look
around like he was afraid someone would hear me. He was saying he was sorry and started
backing away until he was out the door. I just laid there and cried, and cried, and then I got to
thinking about everything, and cried some more. After a bit I sat back up and reopened the lid
and looked again at my mom. I managed to pick her up underneath her arms and then pull her
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out of the chest. I set her down on the couch like she was sitting up and then I laid down with
my head on her lap and put her arm around me. For a while I was just laying there, but then I
started talking and telling her how sad I was and how sad my daddy is and how we don’t talk
about anything. Then I cried for a really long time until I fell asleep.
I woke up hearing my daddy’s truck door slamming shut and got scared. I knew he
wouldn’t want me in here and finding my mom like this so I got up and put her back in the
chest and then ran out of there. I got in through the back door at the same time he made it
through the front. He asked me how I was and I said fine. I know I didn’t look fine, but rather
scared and excited I’d bet. But I guess he wasn’t looking that close at me.
Later that night, after he told me it was bed time and I went, I was laying there wanting
to be back with my mom. Then I remembered that I still had them M-80s that Robby gave me
and I was supposed to hide them. In a few I was out in my back yard, in my PJ’s, walking out
to our shed. I saw that the door was open and then got scared because I thought I’d
remembered closing it. Then I got another thought which made me run as fast I could into the
shed. The moon was full coming through the window so I could see the chest, and when I
opened it my mom was gone. I ran back outside and started looking around, looking for Robby
Parkis. And then, as if I made him just by thinking about it, I saw him dash out of a bush with
my mom bouncing under his arm. I ran after him, cussing, and when he tossed my mom over
our fence and jumped up to climb over, I lit a firecracker and threw it at him. It went right by
his head and I heard it pop on the other side right before he jumped over. I knew I couldn’t
climb it, so I had to run around and when I got to the other side I could see him running off
with her down the street. I started chasing after but I tripped on something. That, and again I’m
really sorry, was Mr. Fluffpaws. He was all wounded and bleeding and not moving or
anything. Right next to him was the hole where the M-80 went off, and staring at it, I knew
what I’d done.
I didn’t even cry this time. Instead I just hollered and got up and started running after
Robby Parkis again. I didn’t end up seeing him because a car with bright headlights turned the
corner and got in my way. I tried running around but the doors opened and the cops grabbed
me and asked me what I was running for. I was now bawling and whaling and trying to get past
them, not giving a damn about their questions, but they wouldn’t let go so I elbowed one of
them. This just made them angry and so they pushed me against the car and then into the back
seat while that goddamned Robby Parkis went away free.
So that’s why I accidentally killed your cat, and really am sorry about it. Even though it
wasn’t on purpose, and Mr. Fluffpaws was one of about ten of them, I know you probably
loved him and miss him. You and me are maybe the only two people in his whole town who
know how much it hurts to have someone you love taken from you, even if they’re not real, or
cats.
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Miranda Wonder – “Left Alone”
“But why isn’t she coming?” James looked up at his mother with a hardened face which
was brown and weathered from the long summers.
“I dunno James,” she pulled her cigarette from her mouth. As she spoke smoke spilled
out over her words. “She don’t want to I guess.”
From the hallway James heard his father say, “Guess maybe I scared her away,” and he
winked slyly at his wife.
“Oh David, don’t in front of them, OK?” She pulled away from the kitchen bar where
James had been picking at a plate of cold beans and ham.
“But who’s gonna watch us?,” James persisted.
“Oh I think you and your brother will be just fine,” he heard his father’s words closer
now, the smell of aftershave and something else that was always just behind his skin coming
closer as his father approached the kitchen. “I never heard of any little boy who chases trouble
like you,” his father’s hands rested heavily on James’ shoulders. “Why, the only break we had
round my house was Saturday nights, that was the best night of the week when I was a boy.”
His dad pressed his fingers forcefully into the space under James’ collar bones and leaned
forward to his ear, “Now I don’t want to hear no more snivilin’ from you, and don’t you cry to
your mother either boy.”
James heard his heart thunder in his ears as his blood rushed into his face. “Yes sir.”
“And for Christ sakes James,” his mother said shoving her keys into her purse, “take a
bath tonight with your brother, you two are as filthy as pigs. I don’t want to come home and
have to clean you myself.”
James kept his eyes on the ground, “Yes, mam’.” The door shut loudly behind them, a
small gust of arid desert air, thick and stagnant with summer, drifted inside. James heard his
brother begin to cry. “Its alright Billy,” James said as he turned toward the living room. “Let’s
find something to do.”
The days were long this time of year. When his parents left the sun was still high
enough to beat down upon their heads as the boys headed out toward the desert behind their
house. The sand rose lazily into the air around their feet as they shuffled in their usual direction
toward the big rock. “James, when will momma and dad be back?”
“I don’t know squirt,” James looked down at his brother who was small for his age and
was squinting, looking up at him in the full sun. “But we’ll have fun anyway.” The boys
shuffled on in silence, kicking the rocks when they met with their feet. The heat radiated in
waves across the rust colored sand and the silence of the empty landscape once again overcame
them.
It took the boys the better part of an hour to reach the big rock. It lay to the southeast of
their house, but they could always see it from their bedroom window until the sun finally
slipped behind the earth. The rock lay on its side like a tired old man, resigned to lay still in a
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barren space; the mountains were much further to the north. James had to help Billy across the
side of the giant desert formation and boosted him to the top, careful not to let him fall. The top
of the rock had a carved out space that was perfect for laying down in and fit snugly to their
small backs, hard against their ribs and spine. James knew that Billy loved this rock, they came
here to gaze out over the country. It was a place where no one yelled, where nothing could be
shattered against a wall, where no blood had been spilled. Billy began to cry. “I want mom and
dad to come home,” he whispered.
“I know,” James snapped. “I can’t help that they go down to that place. Crying isn’t
gonna bring em’ home.” James looked over at Billy and saw in his face that he was hurt.
“Anyway, we’ll get along alright. Here.” James pulled his last piece of chalk out of his pocket
which he had been saving for the past two weeks, “I was saving this for a rainy day.” Billy’s
face lightened as he grasped the chalk from his brother’s fingers and he scrambled up from
their resting spot.
Billy crawled a bit away and began drawing on a smoother part of the big rock. James
let the air out of his lungs as he sunk down into the rock and put his hands behind his head. The
sun was lower now and had begun its journey towards the horizon behind their house. He could
see the small white square house with its terra cotta roof. The yard was bare except for his
broken bicycle which he had propped against the corner next to his room. He had been wanting
to ride all summer, but had been kept close to home by the broken chain and twisted wheel. He
thought back to the night his father had come home and tripped over the bike. “Goddammit!”
he had heard his father yell from the outside of his bedroom. “Goddamn kids never pick up
their toys, James!” That had been the end of his summer freedom. His father had grabbed him
from his bed by his night clothes and thrown him into his bike to show him what it meant to
take care of things. To watch out. To put his shit away. James hadn’t been able to lay on his
left side for days. He rubbed the scar on his eyebrow and tried to think about the sun and what
it must be like in other places.
James knew that the whole world wasn’t a desert. H’e had learned about other places at
school like the great forests up north in Oregon where his mother’s family was from. James
thought he would like the forest and imagined the smell of rain, of wet ground, and of cool
breezes swimming under the sun. James realized he hadn’t been watching Billy and ripped his
head to the side, a small flutter of panic in his breast. Billy was drawing, lost in his own
thoughts and in the pale lines which spread out over the rock face. “Almost time to start
headin’ back bud.”
“Alright James,” Billy said quietly, never lifting his hand from the hot orange surface.
“Alright a few more then,” James said to himself and let his thoughts return to brown
bark and wet moss.
James unknowingly gave himself over to sleep. He dreamed of running. Running across
the desert, the sand slipping away beneath his feet like a fast current in a river. The sky raced
above with stars, the stars began to streak and white lightning covered the horizon. His feet
were no longer pedaling but flew beneath him like tail feathers. He found himself floating
above the sand now and staring at the ripples going by under him like waves smoothing out
underneath a boat. The wind lifted his body as it drifted toward the mountains and he saw his
brother beneath him, his body laying broken and lifeless.
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“James,” Billy’s voice came muffled through the dream, “James the chalk is all gone.”
“Shit,” James said. “How long have I been sleeping?” He looked over at his brother
who now had white streaks of chalk dusted across his already dirty face. “Aw hell,” James said
as he spit, he knew they had been there too long and may not make it back before dark. “We
gotta split Billy.”
Billy looked up at his brother as James stood up and brushed the dirt off of his jeans.
“James it’s gonna be dark soon.”
“I know, I know, that’s why we gotta go bud.” The boys started their descent down the
side of the rock, careful not to fall onto the rocky bed below.
As James was reaching for his brother’s legs to lower him to the ground he was startled
by the sound of a man’s voice, “You boys know its gettin’ dark soon don’t ya?”
James turned around and saw a man, grey with age, dressed heavily in traveling clothes.
He was taller than his father with a lean stance, his face stubbled with hair and reddened from
the heat. “Well yes sir,” James replied, “We were just heading home.”
The man lifted his head to look more closely at the boys from beneath the wide brim of
his black hat. “It’s nothin’ but trouble out here at night. Snakes and the like.” The man peered
down at the two boys through squinted eyes, and his face broke into a crooked smile that
disjointed his face into an unnatural grin. “Aren’t you two a little young to be runnin’ around
out here on your own?”
James felt his brother’s small hand slip into his palm and he swallowed hard into his
throat, “That’s all right, sir, I expect we best be on our way.”
The man’s smile faded and his face slipped back behind his hat. “Well alright then
boys, you best get on.” James started away, squeezing Billy’s hand.
After walking a ways James glanced back toward the big rock. The man stood with his
boot on a small boulder with one arm resting on his knee. He was still watching them from
behind the rim of his hat. James thought he could see the skewed smile spread across the man’s
leathered skin as he caught James’ eye. “Come on,” James said as he turned back toward their
house. They were making good time, he thought, he hoped Billy could keep up the pace and he
quickened his step.
The boys reached the edge of the property just as the sun gave way to the flat of the
earth. In the pale dusk, vibrant with the disintegrating energy of the sun’s last rays, the house
looked like a pale pink ship in a sea of red. James thought of the beaches he had read about and
what the sun must feel like on the water. The smell of sweat and dirt from the hour of walking
reminded him of his mother’s admonition. “Alright bud let’s go get into the bath.” As they
walked in through the back door James remembered the stranger by the big rock. He didn’t
usually lock up the house, but he thought tonight he would. His brother looked at him with a
small smile of approval as James pushed hard against the back door and wiggled the lock into
place.
The house was dark within and the shadows made both of the boys feel like they were
looking at their familiar home through a strangers’ eyes. The sparse furnishings looked smaller
without light to warm them, and they felt the coldness of night begin to seep through the thin
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window of the kitchen. The only light above the stove flickered on and off as the boys peered
at each other, struggling to be brave against the lonely night. James thought about how the
house must look at night from the desert; he imagined a beacon of light spreading across the
night sand, reaching into the crevices which hid the creatures that would be coming out and
rejoicing in the coolness of the night. He thought again of the stranger in the desert and
shuddered a little to himself. He decided it might be best to keep the house from lighting up the
desert night. The whining howl of a coyote drifted in along the cold breeze into the kitchen and
the boys stared at each other, wide-eyed. James broke the silence, “Lets go get in the bath.”
The boys found their way down the dark hallway. “I can’t see anything James.”
“I know squirt,” James said. “Lets just leave the lights off for now, OK?” Billy looked
puzzled but shrugged off his skepticism. The bathroom was without windows and felt like a
safe womb inside the house. James drew the water and told his brother to get undressed. The
temperature in the house was dropping quickly, he should have already started the fire in the
wood burning stove. He thought then of the smoke coming out from the house, a signal of life
to the hidden shadows.
“Alright you,” James said as he lifted Billy over the edge of the big claw foot tub. He
knew that Billy may have been able to crawl in by himself, but he wasn’t going to take chances
while they were alone. The echoes of rushing water brought a welcome relief to the
overwhelming silence of the home. The boys’ faces were flushed with color as the warm water
wrapped around their legs and began to envelop their small bodies. Billy giggled quietly to
himself as he watched his hands become bigger under the water. He lifted them up, put them
back down, bigger then smaller, older then younger, stronger then smaller. James looked at his
brother and smiled. He remembered the first time when Billy was brought home. James was
still very young then, his mother had been cursing and crying in the pains of labor. She had
been angry, he recalled. His young memory allowed some moments in of his mother cursing
his father, the arguments which would rouse him from sleep and leave him fearful and awake
for the rest of the night.
James remembered his mother’s stomach moving in an odd way, Billy’s small feet
thrust toward the outside world as if to say that they needed more room by now. He
remembered the smell of disinfectant after his mother came home with Billy. The baby had
cried often, so often that James was scared for what it meant to have this swaddled bundle of
crying in their house. He remembered he just wanted the baby to go away because things were
never quite the same for his mom after that. The crying became more frequent. The episodes
became more violent. Then he remembered when his father found Billy blue and thrashing
from prolonged crying. His mother had paid dearly for that. James had hid in his room while
his father held his mother down and taught her to not leave his baby alone again. To change his
shitty diaper. To take care of his children.
Now he saw Billy blowing bubbles on the surface of the water, busily playing inside his
own head. He smiled at his brother’s happiness and thought again of the far away places in the
books he often lost himself in. He wondered what the sun would be like in a cold frozen place.
He imagined that it would reflect warmly on the white, like the desert, with a strong warmth
against the cold.
The bath had become full, it was warm and brought relief to their tired muscles. James’
father had been employing him more and more often around the house, especially since his
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bicycle had been marred before his summer vacation had had a chance to begin. He looked
down at his hands and marveled at the callouses which had accumulated over the past two
months. He longed for school, for books, for teachers, for words, and for his friends. James
lived apart from most of the children, and besides, he knew better than to ask anyone out to
play with him. He couldn’t bear for anyone to see his father, or his squalor house. Most of the
kids at his school had television sets in their house by now.
The rusted metal of the faucet handles let out a tired squeak as James turned off the
tepid water. The silence of the house filled up the room quickly and the boys held each others
gaze. “What do you think that man was doing out there?” Billy said.
“I dunno, maybe he was just passing through and thought the big rock would be a good
place to stop for the night.”
“But James, where would he be going?”
James rubbed his brother’s forehead with the thin washcloth, “He’s just some old crazy
man in the desert, there’s worst things around here.”
The house felt still and the water was beginning to cool off. James began to go over the
motions of their bedtime, Billy would sleep with him tonight. Through the silence of the house
James thought he heard a small thud. Then again, louder this time. Billy looked at James wide
eyed. “Ok bud,” James said. “You gotta stay right here.” James got out of the bath tub and his
feet were slick on the bathroom floor which had grown cold in the wake of the night. His body
felt small standing on the bare tile floor exposed. He didn’t stop to wrap a towel around him,
but looked back at his brother who was now clinging to the edge of the tub. “I mean it Billy,”
he said. “Stay in the bath, don’t try to get out by yourself. Wait until I come back to get you.”
James stepped out into the hallway and paused to listen. Then he heard a more distinct
shuffling in the front of the house. He cursed himself for not locking the front door. James
crept noiselessly toward his parents’ bedroom.
His parents’ bedroom was as dark as the rest of the house, but he felt his way easily to
the armoire in the back corner next to his father’s side of the bed. He cursed silently to himself
as the door to the armoire made a deafening click. James looked back over his shoulder for
only a moment, he needed to move quickly.
James reached towards the back of the cabinet to where his father kept the shotguns. He
knew how to shoot the smallest of the weapons, that had been part of his summer at home.
James had been taught to shoot small desert plants and tin cans resting on rocks. His father had
said that soon he would be ready to shoot something that had the breath of life in it. James felt
the cold barrel, and he grimace from the effort of pulling it down and out of the armoire. He
didn’t dare close the doors. James turned around to head back to the bathroom when he heard
the steps closer this time. The creak in the hallway board told him there was someone just
outside the bathroom.
James walked towards the doorway and waited for only a moment. He stepped out into
the dark hallway and heaved the heavy firearm against his shoulder and tried to peer in the
darkness. His eyes had adjusted well, but the light from underneath the bathroom door was
playing against the shadows in the front of the hallway. He heard his brother whimper from
behind the bathroom door. The silhouette of a man standing at the front of the hallway slowly
began to appear to James. The blood rushed to his face and his thundering pulse filled his ears.
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He thought the figure was staring at him, but it was too difficult to see the man’s eyes.
“Whoever you are you better get out of this house,” the words came, but with less conviction
than he had hoped. “Do you hear me? Leave us alone.” James began to realize that the man
was coming closer down the hall.
James took the safety off of the gun and cocked the barrel. It was getting more and
more difficult to make out the figure. Then the man’s feet appeared at the edge of the light that
bled into the hallway from the bathroom. James aimed at the feet in the light as the only target
he could see.
The gun went off with surprising strength against James’ naked body. The wetness of
his skin made it difficult to steady the barrel, and it kicked into his shoulder in a painful thrust
knocking James back on the floor towards. He didn’t drop the gun. He stood back up.
“Goddammit!” he heard his father say as he fell against the wall and slumped toward
the floor. His mother’s laugh drifted in from the living room. “Goddamit Linda it’s not funny!
The kid went and got himself a gun!”
James heard his mother stifle her laugh for a moment and then she stepped into the
hallway. “Well that’s what you get for trying to scare them in the middle of the night.”
His father looked down at the puddle of blood which was forming around his toes. “The
little brat shot me with bird shot. It’s all over my toes.” James ran to the bathroom where he let
himself be sick in the toilet. His brother was crying for him.
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Erika Sloop – “Stockings”
When I was little and the world didn’t seem so big, I would go out into the fields and
lay in the grass. The sun burned into my retinas and my vision would go white. When it was
windy, dandelions that balanced on the tops of spindly stems would bounce in and out of the
bleached spots in my eyes. The grass was so tall that I could fold it over my arms like a
blanket. If I lay real still and real flat my mother couldn’t find me.
I had red stockings. They were bright and pretty, and I did my best to keep them clean,
although I was never good at it. I liked the meadow too much. I would kick off my muddy
brown boots and lift my feet to the sun as if to say, Why hello, how are you on this fine day?
Mother would scold me because lifting my legs like that was improper and what would the
neighbors say? What would Father say? My pantalettes still covered my skinny girl thighs, so
what was the point of caring?
I would play games with field mice and rabbits and moles and sparrows. If a hawk flew
over us, we would hide under clumps of sod or in tiny bushes that dotted the landscape. When
the hawk was gone, we would crawl out of our hidey-holes and play Blind Man’s Bluff and
jumping rope and keep away. But best of all, we played follow the leader.
The rabbits—Lisel and Sherry and Motel—would lead first, dancing us in circles and
hippity hops and loop-de-loops. The moles—Tumble and Jacob and old Burke—would follow
and we would crawl on our elbows and bellies and knees. We would burrow under stumps and
wiggle under bushes. Our whiskers would hide our eyes and our fleshy pink pads would get
stained with mud. The mice—Gerard and Tack and Thistle and Saffron—never lead. They
would hide in the pockets of my dress and in the cuffs of my sleeves. Saffron, the youngest,
was always in my apron pocket.
I didn’t like when the sparrows—Sari and Babel and Peran—led. They would always
get out of my reach and dance in the rays of the sun, and I would be left with the rabbits and
the moles and the mice on the ground. But whenever it was the sparrow’s turn, their brown and
white feathers caught the air and lifted them away, far away, and I would try to climb the trees
so that I could follow them.
“Cordelia!” my mother would always call, just before I worked up the courage to jump.
Cordelia. I thought it was a pretty name.
My stockings always got too dirty for my father’s taste. They would tear. But, if I laid
them out at the end of my bed before I went to sleep, every morning I would have a pair of
bright red stockings that were mended and clean and pressed. They were so perfect that they
glowed in the rays of sunlight from my window.
My father told me that I was getting to be too old to play games in the meadow. He said
that I was a young woman at the age of thirteen and such behavior was improper. He told me
this while he scraped the gleaming razor blade that my mother just sharpened across his cactus
cheek, waving it at me in dismissal. Later, I told old Burke what my father said. When I was
done, he leaned heavily to one side and scratched his own fuzzy cheek, irritated.
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What, asked the mole with a rumble of displeasure in his gravelly voice, is the use of
being proper?
“I don’t know.” I tucked my skirts over my knees so that the dust wouldn’t get on my
stockings, “The same as hopping and burrowing, I expect.”
He snorted, his short tree-bark colored fur bristling, Our games have sense. Purpose.
You’ll learn someday. Moles are stubborn like mules, which is probably why they share so
many letters.
My father told me that I wasn’t allowed to play in the meadow anymore. He said that I
was to learn how to be a proper young woman and I was to be married to the Butcher’s son
when I turned fourteen. The Butcher’s son was nearing his second decade. He was stoic and
had fat rolls that wobbled when he walked around the shop. I hated the way he smelled like
animal blood all the time. When I was little, I was taught being married away like this was
normal. Besides, if you get too old, you can’t have children and all good girls want a husband,
a home, and little ones.
I wasn’t a good girl. I kicked and screamed and told my father that I hated him and
begged my mother to tell him not to make me. My father whipped me with his belt until my
bottom turned as red as a ripe cherry. He sent me to my room until I could “behave like a
proper young woman.”
That night, I heard a scratching on my window. I saw the tip of Gerard’s tawny nose
huffing over the window’s frame, almost like he was knocking. I brushed the tears out of my
blotchy eyes and opened the window. He scampered across the windowsill to my outstretched
arm. Tack and Thistle and Saffron stayed on the sill.
Gerard nestled himself in the crook of my neck, his tiny claws scratching my bare skin
and loosening the threads of my cotton nightgown. You look like you’ve been crying, he said.
“I’m engaged.” I bit my lip to hold back a new flow of tears.
That’s outrageous, Tack squeaked. Thistle snapped him lightly with her tail.
Behave, she warned.
Saffron pawed the air and asked, What remedies do you take to get rid of engaged?
I giggled, my throat stuffed with mucus and tears. I almost corrected her, but Gerard
interrupted. We won’t let that happen. Come with us.
“Where?” I asked.
The mice turned their noses out to the darkness they had come from. My stomach
tightened. The light from my room barely brushed the edge of my parents’ garden, which stood
about two meters from my window. The darkness beyond it swallowed up grass and flowers
and trees and turned them into nightmares that beckoned me with slimy, crooked, spindly
fingers.
“But I can’t see,” I protested.
You wanna stay engaged? Tack sounded shocked.
I shook my head wildly.
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It’s settled. Come. Gerard climbed down from my shoulders to my hand, where I
deposited him on the rough windowsill. Night is wasting.
My knees shaking, I threw my cotton nightgown to the floor. I pulled on my red
stockings and my pantalettes, then my chemise. I grabbed my favorite dress—checkered red
and made of gingham—and roughly pulled it over my head before grabbing a blue kerchief off
my bedside table to tie over my hair.
Come, Gerard urged, if this is going to happen tonight, it needs to happen now. The
mice found their way into my pockets and cuffs when I crawled out the window. Gerard was
perched on my shoulder again. Every creak in the floorboards and every snap of a twig
thundered in my ringing ears. At the edge of the halo of light, I stopped. My red stockings were
already damp; the dew had come early.
Go, Gerard said, do not turn back.
When I was little and the world didn’t seem so big, I had better eyes. Much better eyes.
It took only a few minutes of stumbling before I began to see the general shape of the trees
around me. I headed for the meadow until Thistle shrieked, The forest, the forest!
I heard a rustling and saw the fuzzy outlines of Lisel and Sherry and Motel at my feet.
It was not long before I heard the dirt being pushed away by the fleshy pink paws of Tumble
and Jacob and old Burke. I moved real slow, afraid that my father, in his quilted cocoon, would
still hear me if I made too much noise.
The forest stopped and I walked into a clearing filled with clumps of dirt and dead
leaves and pine needles. There was a naked tree on the other edge of the clearing. Its skeleton
wove and stretched up to the sky above us. I turned my face to the heavens and I couldn’t
comprehend the innumerable twinkling lights and galaxies that I beheld.
GERARD, a voice called across the expanse, a deep and threatening hoot, I hope you
have a good explanation for this. Gerard’s claws dug into my neck a little.
I felt Saffron stick her head out of my pocket, straining the fabric to keep herself
somewhat visible. She’s sick, Abi. She’s got the engaged.
Thistle and Tack erupted into squeals of tiny mice laughter. Go on, Gerard whispered,
to the tree.
When I got closer, I could make out the shape of a barn owl with faded brown and red
and white feathers. His somewhat long face was contorted in a mixture of irritation and
amusement.
Why is the human here? The feathers above his beak lifted up as he spoke and I shrank
back.
She is precious to the field folk, Abiram, Gerard said, his voice quivering a little. She
seeks asylum.
The owl’s eyes were so black that they reflected the cosmos above when he looked at
me. An engagement? he asked, To whom?
“The Butcher’s son.”
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Is that such a terrible thing?
“He smells like blood.”
I have never heard an owl chuckle before, but the noise that he made sounded like he
did. I see. And you, Gerard, will allow her to live as she pleases?
The mouse squeaked in agreement.
Then I will not have it. Abiram thundered; his ruffled feathers making him swell into an
even more intimidating creature.
But Abi—, Gerard started.
Sari. The owl called sharply. When he got no response, he said, louder, SARI.
There was a rustling to our left and a flutter of wings. A shadow from a nearby tree
dropped from the leafy branches and tired wings lifted it to perch on a twig on the skeleton
tree. A couple of her feathers stuck out at strange angles. You summoned me, ‘o wise one? Her
chirp was lackluster and somewhat, I was tickled to realize, sarcastic.
Don’t mock me, sparrow, Abiram commanded, I want you and your boys to take charge
of the girl child.
She glanced at me. But she has no feathers.
Did I ask if she had feathers?
Sari fluttered down to a nearer branch. Why not give her to Burke? He likes her.
Burke will allow her to remain human. I will not allow that. Besides, he said, looking
me over with a swivel of his head, she can’t fit into their burrows.
We could make her a bigger burrow, Burke interjected.
I don’t recall asking if you could make her a bigger burrow, Abiram said, his head
twisting a little too far. I felt queasy. Nor did I recall asking if anyone had an opinion in the
matter. Sari and her boys will take charge of the girl child. His attention turned to me again.
Girl—your name.
“Cordelia.”
You are now Lia.
“But—.” I liked my name.
I do not care for your opinions, Lia. Either you remain with Sari or you return to your
fiancé. His black eyes sparkled as he slowly turned away from me.
I looked down at my muddy, little girl stockings and clenched my fists.
This discussion is over, Abiram said, and, with a great flourish, his noiseless wings
carried him into the shadows of the forest.
The morning saw me at the base of Sari’s tree. The sunlight was caught by my
stockings and reflected dimly back at me. The frames of the trees formed wide smiles
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illuminated by the early morning light, dust filtering in through withering leaves and twigs that
looked like teeth.
Lia. Lisel was stepping experimentally on my lap, her little pink nose quivering at me.
Lia, Sari wants you.
I sleepily stroked her long ears. “What time is it?”
Morning. Animals do not care about specific times. They care about when things are
done.
When I was little and the world wasn’t so big, things made sense. When I started living
with Sari and her boys, nothing made sense. I walked into Abiram’s meadow and they lead me
to a stream. There, they told me to roll around in the mud and the water, clothes and all. I
looked at them strangely.
If you want to keep your rags, they need to be washed, Sari said. Go on.
It was fun. I rolled around like I had seen stray dogs do in puddles in the city and stood
up and beat my chest like a little boy. I squealed and giggled like I had only heard children in
their diapers do. When my dress was sopping wet and my curls were caked in mud, I sloshed
out of the stream, infinitely happier and infinitely younger.
I looked up at the birds that were perched on a branch above me, eyeing me with their
feathered heads cocked to one side.
You’ll do, Sari said. Babel and Peran nodded their heads in agreement. Sari turned to
Peran and chirped, Take her. We’ll see you later.
Peran, more of a miniature raven than a sparrow, seemed to beckon me with his wings
as he leapt into the air. His black feathers caught him and suspended him between the ground
and the treetops. I followed, stripping off my stockings and leaving them hanging over a limb
at my height to dry.
He led me through a winding, haphazard trail, overgrown with weeds and brambles and
long blades of meadow grass that were swallowed by trees many, many years ago. “Where are
we going?” I asked occasionally. Peran never answered. He just beat his wings with extra
gusto, which I guess meant that I was too slow.
After a while, Peran landed on a branch. Here, he chirped in a pitch that sounded
somewhat foreign to me, look here. The branch on which he balanced hung over a pit that was
lined with walls of pebbles. I peered over and looked away as soon as I recognized what they
were.
Bones. Animal bones. The pit was filled with animal bones.
My brothers, Peran said, from long seasons past. He perched on my shoulder. Look¸ he
commanded, tugging a lock of my hair.
I slowly lowered my gaze into the pit. I didn’t like it.
Your family now.
“My family?”
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Yes.
“But—,”
We have enough feathers for you. He dove off my shoulder and back the way we came.
Come.
Peran showed me the ins and outs of the forest. The best hiding spots, the cave, where
to find grubs and fruit. The tree I was to sleep in. My head was spinning with new information.
On our return, my stockings were gone. Sari andBabelsaid that they didn’t know where
they went and that there were other animals in the forest that probably took them.
When I was little, my mother taught me how to sew. I didn’t really pay attention to how
it happened or what patterns were correct. But I loved to watch the silvery point peek through
the woven fabrics. It wasn’t damaging in any way, it was just pushing itself through the hole
that were already there. I would sit, fascinated, as she looped the threaded, shining needle in
and out of dull fabrics, sometimes rocking back and forth in the invisible rocking chair that my
father never built.
I feel like if I explain this like a dream, maybe it will just be a dream. So I’ll start with
the thread. The thread was as red as my stockings, clean and curly like it had just been
unraveled from the spool. Their tiny beaks carefully deposited feathers to be strung together on
my lap.Babelsat on my shoulder, meticulously directing my stubby, clumsy fingers. The thread
felt soft, familiar. It felt like home. It took days, weeks, months. I was making myself a
feathered coat, all the while learning how sparrows acted and how to not fall out of trees and
how to tell if a search party or a hunt was headed my way. I thought less and less like a human
and more and more like a bird.
During this time, I felt smaller than I ever did. I rose and fell with the sun. I stopped
caring about whether or not I ate bugs, after a while I started to have my own preferences. Ants
were better than grasshoppers. Worms were the best, squiggly, and not as dangerous to eat.
Eating spiders was like playing with poison and beetles were kind of like popcorn.
Sometimes, we would go to Abiram’s meadow and play, but it wasn’t the same. I was
less inclined to play in the dirt. The other birds always got out of my reach. It was more
frustrating for me, because the more I thought like a bird, the more I wanted to fly. I wanted to
fly so bad that it felt like a horse kicked me in the chest whenever they flew.
I remember full seasons had passed when Sari woke me up one warm night. I screeched
at her and swatted at her with my arm that didn’t hurt.
It’ll be fine, Lia, she said, her beak tipped red in the darkness, You’re almost there.
I try not to think too much about that night, because those thoughts still makes me sick.
I shut my eyes for most of it. I couldn’t look. It was like being pinched hundreds of times, but
my skin felt invaded. This was not a good kind of sewing, because there weren’t holes in my
skin like there were holes in fabric. I leaked. When my eyes leapt open in shock, I could make
out their glittering, determined eyes and their sharp beaks that seemed to glint in the moonlight.
I did not wake up the next day. I think, while I slept, I was more human than I had ever
been in a long time. Fearful. Calculating. Confused. Alone.
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The feathers felt strange. Some of them were in so deep that they scratched at my
bones, which was the strangest sensation that I had ever felt. It took almost a whole season for
my skin not to leak anymore. My feathers stopped falling out so much, which I was thankful
for because Sari had to replace them when they did.
I started to bleed. I vaguely remember my mother telling me that it would come, but I
couldn’t remember why or if she had told me how to make it stop. For days every month, I
would hide. I was ashamed. Sari didn’t bleed like that. I was not a proper bird.
Sari and Babel and Peran kept me closer, teaching me exercises like how to strengthen
my wings and what to do when taking off and how to catch the right air current. Start small,
Sari said, the bigger ledges will come.
It was autumn. The air was crisp and brisk and everything felt right. The sun shone
through leaves and cast colored shadows on my feathers. I felt strong. Powerful. Grown up. So
when I say I felt like nothing could go wrong, I mean it. Nothing could go wrong. It was Peran
that watched me from his perch, black eyes glittering in the sun. Sari and Babel were gone. I
wanted it to be a surprise. Nothing would go wrong.
So when I leapt from the forth-to last branch and spread my wings for the first time like
a proper bird, you will understand that I was confused. The ground came rushing up at me and
some of my feathers loosened themselves from my skin. I felt my bones crack. That’s not right.
My bones exploded. I screamed a beast’s scream and startled Peran off his perch. I felt a small
trickle of warmth run down my cheek. My legs refused to move.
The sun went down, came up, went down, and came up again. The pain had not dulled.
The bugs that I had hunted were now testing the thickness of my skin. I thought about things
that I had forgotten. My stockings. My field. My mother. My father even, for a little. I was
hungry and thirsty and cold and scared. I was sure that I was going to die.
I thought I was dreaming when I saw a face over mine. A human face. A boy. He
looked away, spoke in words that I no longer understood, and looked back at me. When he
touched me, I screeched at him to go away. He set his gun down and tried to gather me in his
arms. The pain shot my brain senseless. I don’t remember what came after that.
When I woke up, my feathers were gone. My arms stung as I lifted the linens that
covered them. Under the bandages were hundreds of leaking holes. I let out a cry of despair
and my room flooded with people that I no longer recognized. Fear gripped me and I cried for
Sari and Babel and Peran.
I had to work to understand what they were saying. They were all talking, overlapping,
and the voices buzzed and hung in the air even when the mouths stopped moving. They told
me that they burned my feathers. I hadn’t cried for so long. Birds don’t cry. But what was I, if I
cried?
A priest came. He talked to me and asked me strange things that I didn’t understand
anymore. I chirped at him that I wanted to go home, because Sari would miss me. That I
missed Sari. That I needed my feathers back.
They didn’t listen. Instead, they taught me how to talk and changed my bandages and
tried to mend my bones properly. They prayed for me and fed me and helped me relieve
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myself. When I could stand again, they helped me remember how to walk. The boy who found
me gave me a cane, because my left leg did not work very well anymore.
The boy’s name was William. He had sandy straw hair and a handsome face. His nose
was large, almost too large, like it had grown into adulthood before the rest of his body.
William was eternally turning up with flowers and little things. Pretty leaves. Dried fruits.
Small gifts.
He was the only one.
The others did not know how to take me. The city that I had been brought to was not a
city. It was a tiny community that was mostly governed through the local church. They said I
was a witch. Someone called for my death. Others wanted to prove that we could be reformed.
William spoke for me. They did not understand, and some of the whisperers said that he was
under my spell, that I was seducing the good young affianced William.
“Don’t listen to them,” William told me, “They just want a reason to flap their gums.”
He smiled a smile that was perfectly symmetrical.
I loved him. I wanted him. I wanted him almost as bad as I had wanted to fly.
The priest took pity on me. When I left the doctor’s home, I went straight to the church.
They let me sleep on a pallet in the back room. They taught me how to pray. I didn’t really
understand why they were so insistent on it, but I didn’t want to say anything that would make
them angry at me.
I never left their care. When they found that I could sew, they set me to the mending in
the church.
My arms, my neck, my back, and the sides of my face are scarred, horribly marked. As
I grew and as I watched other people grow, I developed a nervous habit of touching the sides of
my face whenever people, especially men and especially William, passed. I wore long sleeves,
because I was ashamed. I was embarrassed.
They made fun of William. For every gift he brought me, he had at least three people
tease him about cheating and another four hissing over his shoulder.
The last time he ever talked to me, he asked what happened. I didn’t answer at first, but
then it bubbled up and spilled out of my mouth, like an uncontrollable flood. I told him about
Sari andBabeland Peran and the engagement and my meadow and my parents. I told him about
my stockings, how I loved them, and how I lost them.
He was very quiet while I spoke. When I was done, he stared at me for so long that my
innards squirmed like bugs. My thighs tingled.
“Hey Lia,” he said, finally.
“Yes?” I spoke real proper then, because that was how they taught me.
“You know you sound like you’re singing whenever you talk,” he said, “Like you’re a
bird.”
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His words echoed in my skull. I was like a bird. I was like a bird. I was like a bird. I
was still trapped in that awful in between place of being human and not. And I think, when he
said that, I realized that it was all I was ever going to be. It is all I am.
William left. He left without saying anything to me, to his fiancé, to his parents. He
just… disappeared. In the weeks that passed, it was like he had never been there at all. His
parents still blame me. I do not mind. I am like a bird. Birds don’t care about such things.
I am also human. Their words cut me. Their gazes scare me. But I pretend I do not care.
And if it is all I am going to be, I do not mind. I still have memories of flying, at least, what it
felt like before I fell. I was momentarily at balance, hung between the branches and the rotting
ground below me. Suspended perfectly between heaven and earth; not one or the other. I was
infinite and I was beautiful.
That is all I am. And all I will ever be.
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Angelica Martinez – “Rosita”
She had gathered their clothes in a large black book-bag before they headed out
towards the sea so that nothing would be scattered around the boat. She tended to do things like
that—organize every little aspect involved so that it might seem as though the immaculate state
of her life was normal, almost unintentional. That was the way it had always been and that was
the way it should remain. When she had locked up the tiny storage compartment on the boat
she began to worry that she had not fully closed the zipper on the bag, and that if the boat
should tilt just a bit everything would come flying out, the compartment door would open, and
all of their clothes would go bursting into the ocean like fireworks. She filled her lungs with air
and strongly considered putting her head between her knees until she realized the only way to
settle this was to open the storage and close the zipper all the way. This she did. And when she
saw that the zipper was fully closed and everything was safe, she let out a sigh of great relief.
No one examined her while she did this because it was not out of the ordinary. She always
wondered if everything was in place even though she had meticulously fixed everything into its
pristine conditions. And the zipper was always pulled as tight as it could go.
Rosita Bernabé, with her eyes like constellations in an ancient night sky, sat on a
perfectly white seat in the center of the boat, just in front of the engine controls. Although she
had stayed at her beach house every summer for five years, she had always managed to make
up an excuse to avoid going out into the open sea. This time, for some reason, she could not
think of any argument for why she could not accompany her family except that she was afraid
she might die. They laughed at her when she stated this, and so she agreed to go. She looked at
the silent mangroves and knew that beyond them there was an expanse too large for her to
fathom, and too deep for her question. With her husband Pedro at the wheel and her daughter’s
hand resting on her leg, it was important that she convince herself she would not tragically
drown on that day. The only thing holding her back from writhing in fear and anxiety was the
fact that in front of others, one must, above all things, look gracefully poised and fearless. The
sun danced against her translucently withered skin and she began to feel that naked sensation
again. The rays were piercing into her now, and so the shaking began. Pedro saw but looked
away with nonchalance, as he usually did when he noticed her frightened shaking. You see,
Rosita could not feel the sun’s intrusiveness and bask in it. She felt it was looking into her
memories, her joys, and fears. She wanted to push it out and when she could not, she felt
naked; enveloped by an air of solitude that would no doubt put her on a path of vulnerability.
She began to see herself at seven, without the curves graciously given to her by the
imminent duty of maternity. Her boy-like frame stood on two pitiful little feet imprinting sandy
steps, which no one ever bothered to look at. She could hear her father’s voice inside…a wise
and triumphant voice that would never be truly heard because his fears and frustrations as a
land-owning man in post-revolutionary Cuba were bottled up inside the whiskey cabinet. And
he had a dose of them every night to numb him; to forget that soon this land should not belong
to him because it would be in the hands of those who claimed to know what was best for his
subjugated country. At seven Rosita looked at her newborn sister and could not help but feel a
sense of futility. She knew tomorrow there would be a broken beer bottle where she stood and
at seven she could do nothing about it. She loved him so much it took every ounce of her
innocent flesh to stop herself from crawling into his bed at night and cradling herself in his
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arms even if she knew what he really wanted to be holding was now coursing through his veins
like rapid fire, numbing the hurt and clouding his broken judgment. And so instead she cradled
her little sister. “Anita, duérmete Anita, que el sol saldrá mañana.”
At eighteen she married Pedro Bernabé. She never liked to think of the fact that her
parents had given her an ultimatum. “Choose”, they had said, with the stern traditional eyes
they had been taught to see the world through. “You marry him, or you move with us to Texas.
I won’t have my daughter running around in sin”; and so on her wedding day, dressed in a
pious little dress and looking through a lace-covered veil, she promised herself that she would
pretend, for the rest of her life, that her marriage was something she had chosen simply
because she loved him.
Perhaps Rosita had never learned to see without that veil before her eyes. It was true
that she had never been able to make a decision for herself. Her mother had spent her days
consoling her father when they had realized the era of prosperity and wealth was ending,
forgetting that a baby girl had been born and that she needed a mother. Poor Rosita, who at age
seven had maternity thrust upon her like a violent wave, who later had to flee her beautiful,
native Cuba to begin anew, held on to any little thing she had the chance to control. This was
why she grasped the edges of her white seat as the boat’s engine answered the ocean’s alluring
call and the wind’s turbulent fingers pulled back her structured mane. She was unbridled. She
was afraid.
As each wave sensuously merged with another, Rosita could not help but think of the
certain sense of freedom she now possessed. She no longer felt her daughter’s protective hand
upon her thigh. She could not hear her husband’s casual whistling which meant to calm her. It
was not their voices she needed to hear…she needed the sound of the shadows as they danced
below the ocean surface…the kisses of the salty breeze upon her lips and the feel of foam as it
dissipated to become part of something much bigger than itself.
If only she could just get closer…if only she could touch the water, feel a rush of
impulse graze her bloodless fingers…if she could forget for just one moment that she had been
a marionette for all who came her way…
She jumped.

She could hear them crying out to her, and even saw him jump into the water to search
for her. Pedro’s frantic, flailing arms attempted to touch depths he knew he would not be able
to reach. Once she was embraced by the water’s gentle essence, she looked above the surface
to realize that world for her was gone now. She swam deeper and deeper into the obscure
chasm, with the air from her lungs being purged out of her with every stroke.
Rosita felt the creature’s shadows dance among her.
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Poetry

Brandi Nicole Martin – “Georgia’s Gorgeous
This Time of Year…”
Georgia’s Gorgeous This Time of Year | On the Eve of the Heroine’s Third Surgery

But now it’s hard to run with a busted hip and two shattered
legs. To hush, to listen for the sounds of a lover’s

lovely lips. Wind rushing in through cracked windows
on a Lazy Sunday drive. It’s hard to breathe, to reach out

for anything on another gurney ride to nowhere
and it’s a little tough to stare at ten thousand bricks,

those cracked carmine portals to a time when everything
was so clear. There was a bed-ridden year, tossing in the night,

screaming for lack of light and Lortabs couldn’t dull the pain
of broken femurs, and then the sun came up. The world

was humming. I was running again. With a cane, but the bones
moved all the same, joints to ashes and tendons to dust,

and everything was shouting, but it didn’t matter. There
was music in the leaves. A secret lingering just out of reach

in January air. The mornings felt warm, and I told my love
recoveries are born in nectarines, pirate-ship sheets,
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his brilliant auburn beard. And I adored his maple leaf tattoo
when I ran a finger across those perfect fruit-flesh lips,

when I kissed my breath on the window of the Tacoma and
I didn’t think of scalpels hitting veins. There was only

color slurring through the sky. A woman atop a lighthouse.
The shadows of all those leaning, fifty year old ships.
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Victoria Roth – “Testament to Isolation”

The children laughed as they threw bread at the heads of ducks,
while I peered into the lake on which the ducks swam, with the wonder of what blossomed
beneath a surface; the distance always mattered to me.

I came to believe I was a blend of misled seed,
A beat in the rhythm of the lost,
Insecure,
wandering from the palms of others early on,
searching for a nook while avoiding self-destruction.
I’ve grown weary with what it means.
Yet she shouts, mother shouts,
The faucet, the faucet!
The faucet dear, the faucet!
We mustn’t let the water run.
No, no, my brain bleeds,
the faucet must continue its melody of the repressed.
I’ll never experience the sensation, allow me the vision.

We mustn’t! We mustn’t! Mustn’t we?
The eternal boxed with the forbidden beneath our beds. Never to be held by hands.
Marvel remains wide.
The cigarettes of the subconscious!
We puff we puff we blow, oh the smoke we wished never to taste in our moods of endless
enlightenment.
Joyous occasion, won’t you open your arms to the tender sounds of those we cherish yet never
wish to hold too close to our chests.
Grandmother hasn’t seen grandfather in years. One disease disallows sight of another.
But we pursue the dream. Under and over. Over and under. Push on. Push on.
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The birds continue chirps of the living.
Chirp, chirp, chirping birds!
It is you who remind me that there was never a distance.
Beekeeper, the blissful bee! Roll within the pollen of your being.
The moon only tells us we should always be thinking.

But has the coffin disintegrated at last?
Fills my head, shatters my body,
arms quiver, hands quake.
Have I scared away the signs of sleep?
Escape, escape!

But my escape cannot be,
For the shape of shade is the madness I adore.
The prayer recited over all toilet bowls!
Masturbation; allow the mirror to reflect your lustrous beauty.
Weak you may think,
But powerful you are.

Won’t you come with me where they cannot see us;
Rub your hands on my neck?
I long for my own sunflower.
Show me the words,
The words were all I ever needed,
The fire within,
Ablaze! Ablaze!
Burn my mind, destroy my eyes!
Oh desire,
Precious immortal,
you will have the escape!
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Tyler Templeton – “A Dirty Old Spaniard”

When an old man taunts a little bird inside a cage
with his fat, stubby finger is he saying:

Here, taste the garlic that helps my circulation,
smell the blood I stole from those sardines this morning and
don’t miss the flavor from that old lady who’s not my wife.

And does he tell this to the bird or his
friends sitting behind him?
The ones laughing, rolling on the bench
trying to decide if the old lady was
one of their wives, whether or not his good circulation
was caught up in one of their daughters and hoping
they hadn’t already eaten those sardines.
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Hannah Jancosko – “Miles’ Sestina”
Tom Petty, Bob Dylan, Lour ReedWho would you fuck, who would you marry,
and who would you kill? I cant answer
because like all questions, this is loaded. Kilo
argues that Dylan had four wives, or maybe
eleven. The needle in his skin winks in the sunlight.

It’s hard to hold a hospital gown closed and light
a cigarette while eagerly debating which book to read:
“Breakfast of Champions is almost always
an option. Slaughterhouse-Five again and I’ll kill
myself before this disease. Poo-tee-weet,” Kilo
laughs. I can’t, and don’t have a better answer.

“Who needs answers? I have better questions,”
he decides, eyes winking against the sunlight.
No one has better questions than Miles,
though he hasn’t been called that since he could read
and barely speak basic French. “Why the fuck
would I call you Kilometre?” “You get it? Sometimes

in France, they’re metric and converted. I’m probably
a few feet short though,” he grins wryly and answers.
That was before they took his testicle so the cancer wouldn’t kill
him. “They already got one ball,” he mumbles and lights
another cancer stick, “What’s a lung if I get to meet Lou Reed?”
the stick waggles in his lips, and for a second he is back to miles

away, sitting backstage with Bob Dylan mere inches
from him. “Do you miss it?” Dylan asked. “Occasionally,”
Kilo grinned. “Less than Nico misses Reed.”
Dylan laughed. “I gave my testicle to meet him and he questions
me about it.” Miles groaned after throwing up radiation.
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“You have to kill Dylan for selling out, then marry

Reed. Of course that leaves Petty to fuck
by default.” I couldn’t bear to call him Miles
as I nodded and pulled out a cigarette to light
for him after his last treatment. “Sometimes
you’re the blade and sometimes you’re the testicle,” he answerd
unspoken worries with prophetic wisdom. “I want my grave to read:

‘Here likes Kiloin a world of inches
he was behind Miles.
Never got married,
always got fucked,
inevitably got killed.’
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Charles Nutter Peck – “Poem for the
Honeybees”
After each of our arguments,
I go back
and collect the tears.

I squeeze pillowcases dry,
wring out the table cloth,
scrape the sides of wine
bottles ensuring I haven’t
missed a drop.

I take your tears and freeze
them into ice cubes in that
little tray in the back of
the freezer.

Three days later, I make
cocktails using your sorrow
to keep my liquor cold,
and once the ice cubes melt,
I drink the bottom of the
glass,

hoping I’ll get a taste
of forgiveness.
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C. Clare Brown – “How to Wrap a
Compliment”

We tasted the pavement
In lickity splits
Tongue tasting
Strawberry spit

I don’t know how
To wrap a compliment
Not in
Plain jane
Brown parchment,
Not in crisp
Chris kringle
Face paint print

Mute the bubble gum pop
The bubble wrap
Trap
To reveal and unwrap
What I meant to say

In walking
We ended up
Stopping
For
A slew of cars
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So, we
Tracked bumpers,
We watched
Red hondas bleeding
Into corollas
Coated in cream
The dark jaguar noir
Zipped passed us
-As a sort of licorice dream

I made you taste the color orange
First with my bottom lip
Then by my top
We both bit down
Teeth tingling
Until the citrus
Stained our cheeks
And our jaws,
Jagged marrows
Dropped

Our words turned
Mellow to muttering
Compliments- to savages
Endearments- to ravishes
We wrapped in folds
And in undoing,
Taping and gluing
They stuck
To us
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Like
Fruit flies
To the ticky-tack
Of our diction
Fluttering in friction
Wing to wing
Word to word
I should have just spelled-out

p

r

e

But it felt absurd

t

t

y
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Dantiel Wynn – “She Ate Her Tale”
I want to expand.
Like the universe,
let my body become the void
that can nurture energy
in pulse waves of pleasure and light
but just as easily
swallow this world whole,
destroy it in duskMake ‘here’ non-existent
so that the memories of you
never are//can’t be//implode into negative space,
always drawing inwards
to fill holes that never will

I want to be that star
you thought was burning brightly too many miles
away to put into words,
but really was dead already
and waiting for you to realize the light
is only the good-bye
I want this distance.
Can feel it vibrating underneath my skin
and between the muscles and marrow
that compose this frail vessel
I want this sooner always
now
bursting, fresh
like rain and sunshine across my tongue
I want to become Ouroboros1
circling around
until my end is my beginning
and I can taste that I am whole
1

The Ouroboros is an ancient symbol depicting a serpent or dragon eating its own tail.
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Jacob Bellinger – “Foreign Peninsulas”
I pretend you’re committed
Like a Carro d’assalto Fiat
The Beretta inked to your hip
Loaded, blackened, smoking
With flack & cologne
Bulleting stars and stripes down
Your thigh.

ladri di cuori

A Sicilian horn dangles from your neck
Telling me you’re old money
Mafia gloved, Borgia cash
Bribes for the Pope to pardon
Padre Nostro, Padre Nostro.

ladrones de corazones

And the church in Palermo?
Shelled to pave way for more
armored gold while rubaresThe word for me, my Spanish nose
Smells these hands – ladrono.

thieves of hearts

But an opened eyed Spaniard knows,
In Italy, men with painted faces
Wash away in the rain.
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Kayla Becker – “Ramen Noodle Nights”
The dark side of Wall Street taught me that calculating is no crime for the successful
But a peccadillo for a good-hearted failure with lint embarrassed to be seen in his pocket.
Our household of hungry souls knows that such transgression
draws fine lines
between
Cunning and Conning.
But we are good at neither.

Somewhere wedged in the middle of a catch-22
like a fly trapped in economy flavored jello,
The man who brings home my bacon dreams and pays his dues naively, with good intentions, a
wind-up doll with manufactured malfunctions.
He types away the mechanical uniformity of another 9 to 5
And begrudgingly returns to our pent up stretch of life under Dr. T.J. Eckleburg

Stumbling in late again, crying for creativity under this desert of seven weeks without rain
With the stench of stale work dripping from his exhausted pores
And determination stuffed in that scantily patched up aortic piñata
He coaxes me with an outstretched hand and eyes like the Cote d’Azur,
to dance with bare feet to no music
Suddenly, the dishes aren’t crusted with sticky cheap noodles, the bills don’t exist, and I smile
because I know his hand is supporting the small of my back.
He leans over to remind me of that café we saw in Paris,
The tulips we smelled in Amsterdam.
But calendar pages are no good for dreams.
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Cameron Davis – “Smoldering Back”

I’d never seen my
grandfather with his
shirt off until now,
here in this cheap
motel. His back is
covered with splotchy
liver spots (like a
cigar-burned couch)
from years of
sunburns, peeled off
and again into concentrated
points of pigment,
fields of sassafras.
Spools of hardwire
lay in long lines of
horizontal vastness
connecting him and I.
There it disappears
under a streamlined
collar, glistening pallor,
Othello’s last folio,
almost, and it’s over.
Will this be classic?
Sticky white bile
forsake me.
I have waited in time’s
line for gentle obtuse
angles hunching
like the vagrant
in a garbage can.
He is a shipwrecked shrine
to the men drowned in
soil,
Marzipan lilacs
resting on a
a gilded sarcophagus
set fire and
returned to carbon
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coughing black—
Slight me once more,
teach me
smoldering back.
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John Ellis – “A Mother to her Son about his
Father”
My son asked me who his father
was just like any bastard would
he asked me so I told him, I told
him, this is what I told him, I said:

I was fat like the sun, a whitewashed
fence with a cowbird resting in my stomach,
and I carried you, an overflow grown too big
for the banks in my belly, a bucket of blood,
I carried you, my baby born of me.

And when you first breathed your father stood,
a mouth of teeth just set to smiling, just showing
the good side of a sad soul, and he held you
like a weight, a cord of wood. All himself, he held
you, and said he saw the forest in you.

Yes, he said he could see straight through the pith
of you, a finch shaking in the cage of your chest,
and when you was born, he said he saw the Redeemer
and he was saved for he was cursed like a knife found
lying in the grass, a straight blade tempered by the heat
of the fields, a pair of shears cutting patterns out
of sadness to be worn as a coat sweating in summer.

Your father looked at you and sang, Baby boy,
you are the growing tendrils of a father’s son,
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a dandelion blowing like feathers in the wind,
this lullaby I sing to you, my baby born of me.
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Nonfiction

Olumayowa Ogunjobi – “Fishing On Dry
Land”
The arrival of area boys in our neighborhood marked the beginning of riff-raff within it’s secure

walls. These were high class ruffians, privileged and overzealous young men from the
University of Lagos. They always arrived in groups, riding fast Japanese motorcycles covered
with lots of plastic. And wearing no protection except designer sunglasses and muscle shirts.
They all hung out at the shopping center on the edge of the neighborhood- playing billiards,
drinking beer and shouting at each other across the courtyard. They raced their motorbikes on
the main road, and called out obscenely at my sister. Residents either detested or were afraid of
them. The area boys were only assimilated into the neighborhood when they began to grill
meat. Nigerians always communicate through food, and we find it hard believing that anyone
with malice can prepare a delicious dish. When these boys set up a charcoal grill in front of the
shopping center, Ebute-Metta could not help but to love them; under their gazebo they grilled
marinated chicken breasts and whole fishes, fresh from Lagos lagoon. In the evening, you
could see one of them lighting the grill and blowing on the coals. And at night, the air for miles
would vibrate with the sweet stink of roasting meat and hot peppers.
The neighborhood we lived in is a prosperous apartment complex in the slums of
Ebute-Metta, seperated from poverty by a twelve foot fence fortified with broken coke bottles
along the top. Each building has four floors and eight apartments, and four coconut palms lined
up along a sickly patch of grass in front. Behind the buildings were ample backyard spaces that
we used for anything, from drying wet clothing in the sun to killing chickens for dinner.
Everything in it was made out of bricks and concrete, but there was a dry side and a wet side to
the neighborhood. The wet side was depressed from horrible architectural development.
Whenever it rained, water would gather around and below it’s buildings; and those who lived
there had to drive their cars through four foot deep pools of dirty water daily, while the
millions of tadpoles that lived with them grew up and produced even more tadpoles. Our dry
side had all the cool stuff. It was where the shopping center ended, where the field was sandy
enough to play soccer and throw fireworks, there were curbs to jump and hills to barrel down
on a bicycle, and there was the gigantic satellite dish that was clubhouse for a dozen kids.
Back then was when I began to realize that my dad and I are two stomachs in sync. I’m
now as well accustomed to eating honey and spicy Indian foods as he is. On many evenings in
Ebute-Metta, we would each be captivated by the aroma of roasted fish- brushed with herbs, oil
and pepper, floating from the corner where the area boys congregated. Arriving home from
work in his Volkswagen Golf, he could smell the goodness; and as soon as he showered and I
was finished with my homework, we’d take a stroll around the neighborhood just to “stretch
our legs”. That was a lie, my favorite lie of all time. We actually went to buy fish, not dad and
my brother, or dad and my sister. If they ever wanted something so fantastic to eat, they’d have
to go through me: his right hand man.
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My dad was a walking storyteller. By the time we left our door and walked down six
flights of stairs to leave Block C, he would have begun to speak. “I’m not afraid of heights, did
I ever tell you about the time I fell off the roof of your Grandma’s house?”, he would say,
tapping the metal plate in his head with his knuckles. Now we were on the main road of the
complex, over a mile from the shopping center and right in front of the local daycare, the place
my dad turned into a periodic church when he returned from Bible camp. We walked left and
he’d keep on talking, “You know I was the captain of my Cricket team in Secondary school?”
Whenever he told that story, he would run a little distance, skip on one foot, and swing his left
arm forcefully forward as if he was hurling a ball. Dad is the only person in the family that is
left handed like I am.
Neither dad, nor I like to be predictable people. While we could walk in a straight line
towards the shopping complex, we might decide to zig-zag through the complex, or we might
loop around it, walking alongside the high wall till we reached the wet side and had to walk
away. My favorite route was when we left our apartment from the back door and circled our
way down the spiral staircase, then jumped across a creek to walk through the line of coconut
palms and onto the parking lot serving another group of apartment buildings. This was also our
route to Mrs Bankole’s house, where people congregated for Tuesday night Bible study, but
not on a roast fish night, God forbid. Here we could turn right towards the soccer field, walk
it’s length till we passed Deolu’s house. Then we would turn right and zig-zag down the hill I
normally rode my bicycle down with Deolu following in his roller blades.
On top of the hill we could see the glowing charcoal grill spitting fire into the air, and
the silhouette of a man in the dark prodding at cuts of meat on the fire. And as we drew closer
to the shopping center, we could hear the clicks and rattles of games being played in the
Billiard hall and Afrobeat music being pumped through the loudspeakers outside. The aromas
made me twitch uncontrollably. Breasts and drumsticks, red and brown with pepper and fire,
seemed to float around with clouds of smoke that rose up in the atmosphere. The fish was
indescribable; vicious stray cats waited under cars, hoping someone would drop a backbone or
a head, any part of the fish so that they could take part in the enjoyment. I didn’t even know
what kind of fish we ate. I knew they were large, and when I tore a chunk of flesh from the
whole to pop into my mouth, the serrated edges would separate and I would suddenly be
chewing on six pieces of juicy white meat.
When we reached the grill, whoever stood by the fire took the responsibility to ask,
“What can I do for you, Sir?” They were not so nice when grown-ups weren’t around. Though
they looked like men, they were just overgrown kids. When dad bought us two fishes, the cook
would put each into a newspaper, dump a few scoops of ground cayenne pepper onto the
steaming fish, then finish by stylishly slicing an onion over the meat before rolling up the
newspaper and twisting the ends like a joint. Closing the package was not necessary for us; dad
and I always walked the long route back, tearing off chunks off fish to eat and throwing only
bones and onions away for the evil eyed strays. By the time we returned home, our newspapers
were soaked with juice of the roasted fish and there was nothing else left.
Dad and I haven’t gone out to share our common tastes for a long time now. We do not
live in Ebute-Metta anymore; in fact, we have not seen each other for almost a decade. I live in
Tallahassee, Florida and he lives on the University of Lagos campus, where the area boys
breed and multiply. My dad is over fifty years old now, and it was the mid-nineties when we
took our evening strolls. I thought he would have forgotten the little but collectively abundant
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time that we had together in Ebute-metta; the place where I learned about his past, where we
shared our quirks, and spoke about our dreams. Where he told me he wanted to be a writer, and
I said that I wanted to see the gorillas in the Mbe mountains. Recently we were speaking on the
phone and I asked, “Dad, do you remember the fish we used to buy in front of the shopping
center?”
“Yes, that Mackarel was fantastic,” he chuckled.
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Paige Scott – “Geronimo Slept Here”
It is the near the end of a South Dakota summer and with us kids out of school, there is
a trip to be made — invariably a short one due to lack of money, a common enough state for
the enlisted. Today we load up in our old Travel Queen RV, sit in the back of the camper and
watch the phone lines dip and rise from pole to pole alongside the pothole-patchwork roads of
our neighborhood on Ellsworth Air Force Base.
We are three sisters. I am the oldest at eleven, Kara just a year younger, and Aimee far
behind us at five. I sit on a plaid avocado green bench seat across from them, and we study the
map of the U.S. on the tabletop between us. Our mother had torn the map out of an old
National Geographic magazine, burned it around the edges, and glued it to the table, but not
before placing a mark on every place the family had ever been stationed — Sacramento,
California, K.I. Sawyer in Michigan, Guam. Mom had then shellacked the entire tabletop to
give it a smooth, antiqued look — and to make clean-ups easier. The table fit with the rustic
wood interior of the camper, our log cabin on wheels.
We pass a vacant lot that has become an impromptu baseball diamond for my friends
and I, complete with bases made from aluminum trash can lids. The loose dry soil around
home plate is a lure for sliding in, no matter that the grit gets caught between your teeth when
you do so, or that it causes you to spit for an eternity afterward. The air in summer is dry.
Nose-picking dry.
The main gate appears and we are through it in short time. Ellsworth is at least thirty
minutes from anywhere in any direction, with Rapid City being the closest large town,
population 50,000. In between is flat prairie, level to the horizon no matter which way you
look. The ground outside our windows is covered in low-lying shrubs and short grasses,
interspersed with ruddy patches of earth laid bare by foraging prairie dogs. They are the only
things moving out there. Their heads poke up from mounded dens at every disturbance — our
passing, the occasional horse, a bored child who has wandered off of the base in search of
something, anything, in the isolation.
The sky is expansive here. Clear, blue, with white cloud formations that breeze by and
change shape quickly—like a time-lapse camera shot. A B-52 obliterates the view as it noisily
floats over us on the highway, so low you feel you can touch it as it slowly heads for the
airstrip at the edge of the base. This is the home of the 28th Bomber Squadron. The planes are
a daily reminder that Ellsworth is located remotely for a reason: to minimize civilian casualties
in the event that an accident involves a live payload. It does not escape our notice that most of
us on the base, including several hundred children, are directly in the flight path. We do not
dwell on it.
We have been on the road only twenty minutes and have already grown bored with
locating all the state capitols or searching for the fattest prairie dog through an old pair of
binoculars. The flat scrub brush gives way to gently rolling grassland as we head further west.
Where, we really don’t know. Something about a monument, our parents had told us several
miles back — repeatedly. Aimee, who easily gets car sick, has begun to look green in the face
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and lays her head down on the map. It probably had not been a good idea to give her Jujyfruits.
Kara and I report in from the back.
—Aimee’s gonna be sick!
—Pull over! Pull over!
They don’t. A minute later, Aimee vomits and a rainbow-colored mudslide of fruit bits
covers Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, and is making a steady push for Texas. Daddy doesn’t
even stop during the clean-up phase and Mama has the area cleared in a few short minutes. Our
parents are nothing if not efficient after raising seven kids, four of them to adulthood. Three
older sisters and a brother have moved on, settled in California, Oklahoma, or Germany. Some
have started families of their own. There is a nineteen-year difference in age between the
youngest and oldest of us siblings, nearly a generation.
Trees have begun to dot the grassy landscape on either side of us now. Daddy slows the
RV down and makes a right-hand turn onto a gravel road. A massive sign topped with a giant
bear statue appears on our left, proclaiming, “Welcome to Bear Country, U.S.A.!” We sisters
clamor to be heard over one another,
—Are we getting out?
—Can we pet the bears?
—I have to pee!
We can barely contain our excitement as Daddy pulls up to the entry gate and money
changes hands. We overhear the khaki-suited ranger tell our parents that we are not to exit the
vehicle once it enters the drive through the park. And under no circumstances are we to feed
the animals — not the bears, the coyotes, the deer, the burros, or the buffalo. Now all three of
us need to pee.
I have visions of large herds of buffalo roaming the plains and grizzlies splashing
around in salmon-filled rivers, but the animals we see seem to lack interest in anything at all.
The fenced pastures on either side of us are mostly cleared of trees, making for a hot and dusty
existence for the buffalo. We see maybe twenty or so standing still, only moving head or tail to
swat at biting flies. They blink slowly as we pass by, and when Daddy pulls over to take a
Polaroid photo, it seems somehow a breach of etiquette — these massive ships of the Great
Plain reduced to nothing more than a tourist attraction. Further along, the grizzlies are random
ruddy blobs asleep in the tall grass beside a tiny brook. They look healthy, perhaps a little too
well-fed. There doesn’t seem to be anything left of their natural instinct to hunt or forage.
At each turn, our ‘oohs’ and ‘aahs’ become less forceful. There are no animals in
motion. Perhaps the heat of the day has overtaken them. Or, more likely, they have simply but
to exist here. There are no challenges. I wonder who can live long in such a state?
As we pull into the visitors center to take a bathroom break, I notice a dirt paddock and
a string of children perched on the fence around it. I wander over and see that they are trying
to coax a small gray donkey, a burro, over to them. Remembering that I have a few Jujyfruits
left in my pocket, I pull them out and stick my hand through the fence. I know that it is wrong,
but I cannot help but feel that this is going to be the highlight of his day. He gradually takes
notice, saunters slowly over to my outstretched hands, and uses his lips to shovel the fruit
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chews into his mouth. He stands there chewing, chewing, chewing. The children around me
rush in to get a feel of his thick, molting coat, and his hide twitches at each touch. When he
realizes I have nothing more to offer, he turns and walks to a corner on the opposite side of the
enclosure, offering only a view of his rear. That’s all, folks.
Before long we are back on the road, staring out of windows. We pass through Rapid
City, a town with dark-brown clapboard storefronts that evoke images of the Wild West. Bars
are called saloons here, and we see several signs made from cursive rope lettering, as if they
had been written by lasso. It is a strange mix of urban and cowboy life. Multi-storied concrete
buildings intermix with squat rustic wooden ones. Horses are tied up to posts and stand side by
side with late-model cars parked on the street. Many men wear cowboy hats and boots. They
all wear jeans. Windows hawk a variety of clothing — business suits, western wear, and more
than one displays a mounted animal head — elk, buffalo, bear, and something called a
Jackelope, a fabricated hybrid of jackrabbit and antelope horns. Somebody’s idea of a Plains
joke, I suppose. It makes me wonder if the animals at Bear Country will go on mounted display
when they die.
Rapid City is small and we are soon out of its sights, but all of us notice a change in the
landscape on the outskirts of the town. It is dramatic. We have entered the foot of the Black
Hills, a granite mountain pushing up from the prairie floor and covered in Ponderosa Pines.
The road begins to curve around rock formations too big to blast through and the trees rise well
over a hundred feet above us. A sign appears warning of falling rocks and I nervously eye the
cliffs lining the roadway, watching for the slightest trickle of pebbles. The shoulders are
littered with the shattered remains of previous rockfalls. I imagine that there could be
undiscovered bodies under them.
My nose is pressed to the side window of the camper as we climb higher and deeper
into the mountains. We aren’t going very fast because the RV is laboring to pull its weight up
the ever-steepening incline. The slow pace is perfect for us kids as it gives us more time to
point out interesting shapes in the rocks or imagined figures in the forest. I, especially, am
fascinated. Although not much of a studier, lately I have begun to take an interest in all things
wilderness. It is the seventies, the hey-day of a new appreciation for Native Americans, and
television and movie theaters are showing a steady diet of redemption stories. I am a regular at
the base theater and feast on a string of second-run movies such as A Man Called Horse and
Jeremiah Johnson. I am one of a generation of children admonished daily in public service
announcements — by Smokey Bear for starting forest fires and by a crying Native American
man for my part in destroying his land by littering. At only eleven, I carry a lot of guilt. But
here, just outside my window, I see the heartland of the Lakota-Sioux, the Cheyenne —
unspoiled, majestic, breath-taking, beautiful wilderness — and I am relieved that not all is lost.
Daddy yells out from the driver’s seat to look up front and the three of us rush as one to
a spot between our parents. High above the tree line four giant carved granite faces appear on a
mountainside. We have arrived at our destination, Mount Rushmore National Memorial, the
monument Mama and Daddy had attempted to describe to us earlier in the day. Kara, Aimee,
and I have never heard of it and are trying to seem impressed. Really, we are more excited at
the prospect of getting out and running around again — and by the picnic lunch Mama has
packed.
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Even from way out in the parking lot, the monument peaks out from between trees.
Solemn faces gaze down at us and their eyes follow our every move. I suspect they see all. To
me they seem unnatural, out of place. The information center is a concrete building with a huge
plate-glass viewing window facing up toward the monument. We girls are impatient and want
to run the trails leading to the viewing area outside, but bathroom breaks and short films deter
us. Finally, after a series of movies about rock blasting and the family in charge of creating the
faces, we are set loose on the terrain.
The viewing deck, a massive concrete platform below Mount Rushmore, is lined with
coin-operated viewfinders glinting in the afternoon sun. We beg for dimes and Daddy obliges.
Of course, mine doesn’t work no matter how many times I try to prod it to life. I am forced to
share with Aimee, who is much more interested in watching chipmunks through her viewer
than she is the monument. I am, too, if truth be told. The chipmunks scrabble down the slope in
front of us and eagerly approach, obviously comfortable with begging for food. Unfortunately,
I’m out of Jujyfruits.
A sign points us to the trail leading up to the picnic area and another vantage point for
viewing the faces even closer. We have brought our picnic supplies with us and head up the
dirt path and through the forest. Old wooden railroad ties have been used to fashion steps in
areas where the trail is steep, adding to the rustic feel of the place. We pass flattened slabs of
rock and I rub my hands on them, coming away with glitter on my fingers. It is mica and it
flakes and peels easily from the rocks. Aimee is falling behind because she is loaded down
with large pine cones she collected along the way and Mom is chastising her over the amount
of sap smeared all over her shirt in the process. She reeks of acrid pine scent. Kara is
complaining because she’s hot and hungry, as we all are. We search for an available table in
the randomly placed picnic areas amongst the trees, but they all seem to be taken. It is around
one in the afternoon, the lunch rush, so we have to climb higher to find an open spot. About ten
minutes later, we are about to give up and spread a blanket on the ground when I spy an empty
table around a bend. We grab it and lay out the food — tuna sandwiches, Mom’s potato egg
salad, fruit ambrosia, potato chips, and iced tea.
I am well into my lunch when I notice the quiet. The crowds are below and no one
seems to be ahead of us, so there is an absence of human voices. All I hear is wind pushing
through the pines, the creaking of branches, and very little birdsong or chittering from small
animals. It is eerie in a way and I feel, or imagine, a pressure against my eardrums — perhaps
they are straining for familiar sounds. I feel compelled to explore and I ask to be excused to
wander around the picnic area.
Inside the tree line, I begin to forage for edibles, wondering what Native Americans
would look for. If I am lucky, I might even find an arrowhead or even an arrow still stuck to a
tree trunk, leftover remnants of the hunt. Such were my Hollywood-inspired imaginings on
American Indian life. But I soon realize that the area has been heavily trampled and that
anything left behind would have surely been long-discovered by now. So I sit, and ponder, and
imagine where I might have hidden in the Black Hills if I had been Geronimo eluding capture
by the White Man all those many years ago.
We stay for another couple of hours, enjoying the scenery, climbing rocks, hunting for
crawdads in a slow-running stream. It is only two weeks before school starts again and we will
be confined to the base for the most part, so we soak up as much wilderness as we can. The air
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cools rapidly as the sun sinks lower, a reminder that winter will be here before long. The snow
is extreme here, too, like many things in South Dakota. The base will be covered in six-foot
high snowdrifts and the asphalt will be transformed into a pristine snowscape. Sledding will
replace baseball and empty lots will become laced with snow fort burrows, the entrances
plugged by ever-handy trash can lids. The neighbor will create his annual backyard ice rink for
the kids to play hockey. But the days will be shorter and nobody will want to brave the cold for
long, opting instead to stay in and play in the basement or watch television near a warm
radiator. Not me, however. In winter I become a seeker.
That is the time of year when I cross the perimeter fence alone, mining the prairie for
Native American artifacts or searching the snow for horse tracks from a small herd that
wanders over from a nearby ranch from time to time. The horses are friendly enough and have
grown accustomed to me. They have learned to follow me around because I clear patches of
ground for them so that they can nibble on the frozen grass beneath the snow. Mostly, though, I
walk because when I stand still, all I hear out there is the breeze as it slithers across the
snowcrust and all I see are flat fields of white, smooth and untainted. Sometimes, if I imagine
hard enough, I sense that I am not at all alone, that if I raise my hand in greeting to the horizon,
I will see a buck-skin clad arm raised in return. And for whatever it is worth, I will offer an
apology to be carried on the wind.
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Amanda Mayor – “Firsts”
… Memory
It was one of those normal days. The house had its usual background noise of cartoons
on the TV in the living room. The dining room, however, was full of the laughter and chatter of
the three of us having our usual afternoon fun. Mom was sitting at the large wooden table with
my brother and me as the sun shone in through the vertical blinds which covered the large
sliding glass doors. I had to have been about two years old because we only lived in that house
until I was three, making my brother, Brandon, four. We were coloring in our favorite coloring
books. Brandon and I had the uncanny ability to flawlessly copy, even outdo Mom’s perfect
techniques. Well, it was hard not to think so when, as our Mickey Mouses disappeared under
blobs of colorful scribbles, nothing but praise and “good jobs” were handed to us.
But even as all of this fun was occurring, my brother and I both knew what was really
on the other’s mind. Two years apart in age, but rarely separated by a distance of more than
five feet, we were constant companions and partners in the crimes that mom scolded us for.
Making forts out of the unraveled toilet paper in the bathroom, running to our room mid-bath
to get (and therefore soak and ruin) a few reading materials while mom went to the kitchen to
answer the phone, using our shared bunk bed as a jungle gym, sneaking snacks from the fridge
without asking, etcetera, etcetera.
And then we heard it. It was finally one o’clock, and the unmistakable, undeniable,
highly anticipated tune was starting to get closer and closer. Anxiously taking one hand each,
we lead Mom out the front door, down the steps and over to the street curb to flag down the ice
cream truck. A few minutes later, as we were sitting at the table with our bubblegum eyeballed
Ninja Turtles, we looked fondly at the coloring books and crayons on the table and thought,
“tomorrow.”
… Day of Kindergarten
I remember it like it was yesterday. Screaming. Tons and tons of screaming. But it
wasn’t coming from me.
I had swung on the swing set with my mom, then 7 months pregnant with my little
brother standing behind me. She pushed me gently as the tightly gripped chains between my
clenched fists squeaked loudly, rhythmically synced with my back and forth motion. It wasn’t
my first time on the playground that stood specially enclosed for kindergartners only, but it
was my first time stepping foot on it as an official student. My mom started working for the
school two years earlier when my brother had started his first year of education. Mom did so
much volunteer work that I could practically call Tustin, California’s Jean Thorman
Elementary School my home before I was even old enough to legally enroll.
Mom pushed me on those familiar swings for the 10 minutes that preceeded the start of
my very first day of school. When the bell rang I hopped off the rubber seat and anxiously
grabbed at my mother’s hand, pulling her swollen, pregnant self along behind me as fiercely as
she’d allow. We reached the door of the first classroom that I had ever been able to call my
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own and immediately my ears were struck with the shrillest screeches, and most desperately
panicked voices that I had ever heard in my 5 years.
I looked around at the chaos that consumed the small room. Kids just crying and
sobbing. I was blatantly confused at the scene before me, but I turned to my mom just the
same; hugged her tightly but briefly, exchanged a quick kiss, an “I love you” and sent her on
her way. The carpet in the middle of the room had different colored lines set in neat rows,
accompanied by the names of my classmates. I found mine and sat next to it, surprised that I
was the only one who had done so.
As I sat there in the Red row between the names “Rachelle” and “Adrian” I remember
thinking that these kids were babies, dummies, amateurs. I remember wondering if any of them
would stop crying and pathetically whining “Momma” through tear soaked eyeballs long
enough to be my friend. I remember thinking that I was going to be real upset if school was
canceled on account of an epidemic of sillyness.
… Sport
Imagine waking up early in the morning and not minding one bit as the weight of your
eyelids battles against your morning willpower. You walk down the hall and over to the
kitchen table where the laundry fairy has set out your neatly folded, clean cotton scented teal
jersey. You eat breakfast with butterflies dancing in your stomach and couldn’t describe the
taste of your cocoa puffs if your life depended on it.
Sitting through California morning traffic is pure torture, and silently cursing all the red
lights from the passenger’s seat of your mom’s minivan quickly becomes an unconscious habit.
Finally getting to the parking lot of the field, you dance excitedly in place waiting for
your mom to unload your baby brother; your cleats harmonizing with the pavement like the
high heels you’ve never worn. Waiting impatiently, you watch as she opens the trunk to reveal
your black and white Rawlings bat bag. Rushing to rummage through it, you silently go
through the list in your head: bat- check; visor- check; your light brown Rawlings mitt that
swallows your 5 year old hand whole- check. You’re ready, and as soon as you safely cross the
parking lot, all bets are off; Mom can find her own way, and you race ahead to field 3.
The sound erupting from beneath your feet transitions from loud to soft as you leave the
sidewalk and trek through the soggy, dew laden grass. Your tall, knee high, stirrup socks are
stuck with moisture with every stride. You reach the dugout greet your teammates, sling your
bag onto the cracked wooden bench and breathe in deeply. The stench of competition floods
your nostrils with an intensity that threatens to knock you over.
Turning to face the empty field, you’re struck with images of the games you’ve played
here previously. The chatter from the dugout bangs on your eardrums, and you watch as you
tag a girl out who is trying to steal third base; the chalky taste of defeat staining the walls of
her mouth.
Ariel, your best friend, nudges you with her outreached, glove-adorned hand and the
voice behind her awkward tooth-deprived grin wants to know if you’re ready to throw. Rough
particles of dirt graze and collide with your fingertips as your left hand plunges into your mitt.
It’s still stiff and holds its shape even after 3 rounds of conditioning balm, 8 practices, 4 games
and plenty of catch with Dad; but you make it work and work it well.
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You smile and follow her to out to leftfield; the freshly dragged orange clay crunching
proudly beneath your pregame toes; the same toes that would follow you through fourteen
seasons of blood, sweat, tears, passion, determination, team captain titles, numerous scars, a
black eye, four varsity letters and one state championship.
… Awkward Moment
“I’ll race you to the top!” he said as he broke into a dead sprint next to me.
“You’re always cheating, that’s not fair!” I half-heartedly threw back as I, too, started
running.
I knew I wasn’t going to catch him. I had always and will always be two years and at
least two steps behind my big brother. But I didn’t mind. One of my favorite things to do was
to climb to the top of that oak tree. It was peaceful up there, and it didn’t matter if I reached the
top first or second, the view atop the tallest branches was prize enough to share.
We would stay up in that tree for what had to have been hours at a time. Climbing up,
then getting back down to do it all over again. There was something about the thrill and the
danger and the possibility of a fall. Each time we’d climb we’d attempt an increasingly
difficult route, testing and defying the laws of gravity. The adrenaline from tight-branchwalking or hanging upside down from ten feet up produced the endorphins that would make
any cut finger, lost doll, reprimand from an adult, or embarrassing moment evaporate in an
instant.
It was getting to be dusk. About the time Dad would be walking up the sidewalk from
the carport down the hill. We lived in a condominium complex in California. To the grownups:
a quaint little gated housing community; to the kids of the neighborhood: a safe haven of
infinite hiding places, freeze tag fields that stretched far and wide, and countless opportunities
for mischief and fun-loving mayhem.
Mom said we could play until Dad came home and then we would need to come in for
dinner. The amount of sap on my hands and the low placement of the sun in the trees meant
that time was coming soon. I was sitting amidst the leaves watching a snail take it’s time along
a branch when my peripherals picked up someone walking towards us. A tall dark-haired man
in a suit carrying a briefcase was coming up the hill.
“Daddy!” I shrieked in my high pitched 5 year-old voice and began the process of
getting down. With a final leap into the grass, I landed on my feet and started to scamper down
the hill with a smile on my face that barely fit my cheeks. I didn’t even notice the fact that my
brother wasn’t beating me, the fact that he hadn’t even gotten down at all. It didn’t even phase
me, but it should have.
I must not have been looking where I was going or who I was going to. Why should I
have? I had run down that hill a million times, and I was an expert on all things Dad related. I
mean, come on, I had known him for 5 whole years. We have the same birthday, the same
nose, and the same love for liverwurst sandwiches and Gilligan’s Island during his lunch
breaks at home.
So when I finally got to my destination I threw my arms around him and nuzzled my
head in his chest. When I looked up to greet him with my usual kiss and “Hi, Daddy,” I
probably could have peed my pants. “Sorry honey,” a stranger said to me as the Grand Canyon
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smile instantly disappeared from my face. I backed away slowly (you know, how they do in the
movies when someone sees something horrifying) and proceeded to run back to that oak tree
for security and comfort. My brother just sat there chuckling, and I waited for the adrenaline of
gravity defiance to take the pink from my cheeks.
Lesson in Love
It was just another beautiful Sunday morning in October of 2006. For some reason my
mom had not made us all go to church together, but instead, she had just taken my little brother
to Sunday school, dropped him off, and had come home to surprise the otherwise slumbering
household with a delicious breakfast. My best friend and I had woken up that day to the smell
of pancakes, eggs and bacon sizzling loudly in the kitchen across the house. We lay there for a
few minutes chatting about the silly moments of hit faces, and stolen covers, which had
occurred the night before.
As our nostrils got the better of us, we got out of bed and made our way to the kitchen
which was drenched with the heavy scents of breakfast food. Mom greeted us with hugs and a
chipper “Good Morning.”
“Hey, babe” she said to me. “Breakfast won’t be done for a few, do you want to put that
license of yours to good use and go get your brother from the church?”
I looked at her excitedly. I had only had my license for about five months, and she and
my dad had set a rule that I could not drive others around until I had driven successfully for
six.
“Can Sam come with me?” I asked tentatively; ready to relinquish the privilege if my
partner in crime couldn’t share the exciting moment.
“I don’t see why not,” Mom said with a smile.
With that, she had made my morning, and I rushed to my room to throw on a sweatshirt
and some shoes. “Be back in a few!” I cheerfully announced, and kissed her on the cheek. Sam
and I blasted Kenny Chesney’s “You Save Me” and sang along as we drove across our small
town to the church. We drove through the parking lot and I smiled as I saw my little brother
waiting with his teacher and his cute 5th grade classmates. The look of surprise to see Sam in
the front seat, instead of our mom, prompted a high five when he got into the back of our
Nissan Armada.
As we approached the stoplight which signaled traffic coming and going from the
church parking lot, it turned red and I sat patiently with my right-turn blinker clicking quietly
as I watched for oncoming traffic.
And then it happened.
Suddenly, I heard a quick scream travel from Samantha’s mouth and into my right ear.
Before I knew what was going on, a white four door sedan was plowing into my driver’s side
door. The sound of broken glass and metal colliding with metal was enough to break the
sturdiest of hearts. I shook from head to toe, trembling uncontrollably; not able to quite grasp
what had just happened let alone what I should do next. I managed to usher an “Are you guys
okay?” before bursting into tears. “I’m so sorry!” I said as an overwhelming sense of failure
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flowed through every ounce of the blood in my veins. I heard my little brother say “I’m okay,
it’s okay” as Sam took my face in her hands and said, “Hey it’s not your fault. We’re okay.”
Lucky for me a family friend was in the car behind me and had seen the whole thing.
She came up to my door, opened it, grabbed my face and said “Everything will be alright. I’m
going to call your mom.” I thought of my mom and cried even harder. I knew that she was
going to hate me. Her new SUV sat there with who knows how many dollars worth of damage,
and she would surely call my dad who would share in her disappointment of their only
daughter.
A random man came up to me and patted me on the back. “I saw the whole thing,
Sweetie” he said. “You’re not at fault.”
Mom’s friend, Barbara, then turned to me with an outstretched hand which held a cell
phone. “Hun, it’s your mom.”
There was so much commotion everywhere, and as the faint sound of a siren whirred in
our direction I said, “Mom? I’m sorry. I don’t know what happened. Please don’t be mad, I’m
so sorry.”
“Amanda,” she said sternly with a voice choked in terror and anxiety. “Are you guys
okay?”
“Yes,” I said with a voice that shook so violently that I barely even recognized it. “I’m
so sorry,” I bellowed.
The next ten minutes felt like eight hours. Finally, I saw my brother’s red 3000GT pull
up to the scene and before it had barely come to a complete stop, my mom was rushing out of
the small sports car with arms stretched wide open for the three of us to rush into.
After several minutes of embracing, she took my face into her hands and looked me
dead in the eye saying, “I will never be mad at you for getting into an accident. These things
happen. You guys are way more important than a stupid car. All that matters is that you’re
alive and breathing and still with me.”
This first car accident would forever be the last time I ever doubted the love that my life
had been blessed with. Love from my friends, my siblings, even strangers, but especially, my
mother. Looking back on my life in its entirety, the love from these people made me who I am
today. It strongly influenced my life from the Firsts and will, I know, continue to mold and
shape me to my Lasts.
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Lisa Play – “Long Ride Home”
The shocks are failing on the Saturn and the buh-bump-buh-bump-buh-bump faintly
rattles it from the hubcaps all the way up to my wrists on the steering wheel. In the daytime it’s
an annoyance, the vibrating sedan competing with the radio and conversation. The air
conditioning isn’t as powerful as it used to be and competes with the large windows to keep the
car cool in the relentless summer heat.
At school, the car is just a car, jittering me from one destination to the next. The late
night Wal-mart runs or the occasional bar, the frequent trips to the grocery store for forgotten
ingredients. I nurse a tank of gas for two weeks, even three if I can. Sometimes it cuts in to
going out. But I don’t go out much anymore; everyone’s all gone.
It’s only when I’m back home in south Florida that the humble SL2 become more than
the sum of its many replaced parts. The ever less frequent beach trips fill the soft fabric seats
with sand and grit from Dania and Hollywood. A neglected CD bumps out a few mix
tapes. The car fills up with loud and rowdy passengers who want every ride to double as a
rock concert for five. We rock and roll and eventually I drop my friends off at home.
Then there’s the ride back to my house along the broad suburban streets, from gated
neighborhood to gated neighborhood. It’s quiet and the car still vibrates all along the long
carefully designed and manicured miles as I head home, crossing the double gates in my part of
town. Buh-bump-buh-bump-buh-bump. The drive home is dark, as night usually is, and
soothingly flat. The streetlamps are very tall and set far apart. They arch over the street like
bent old women with oil lamps; they don’t ask you where you’re going. In the dark spots
between their cones of light is where I feel like I can change.
The buh-bump-buh-bump-buh-bump isn’t the slow disintegration of my inherited
subcompact sedan, no, it’s a great black mare that carries me across wide flat plains where the
grass grows high and I don’t answer to anyone or go back to school in a crowded city where
there is garbage everywhere. The vibrating in my palms is the rhythm of that mare’s hooves
moving without fail across the earth. A cloudless sky bright with the full moon and countless
stars replaces the ombre of the streetlights fading into the darkest part of the sky, straight
overhead. I roll through my neighborhood gates sometimes, pretending they are gates in some
old Western fort and that’s when the dream begins to fade. I reduce my speed as I roll down
the central boulevard and stop before I turn into my subdivision. The car rattles into the
driveway, which is not nearly as large as the barn my mare would be housed in. I turn off the
ignition and amble out and let myself into the house, already dreaming of the next night’s ride.
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Alexandra Dugarte – “Not Safe for Public
Viewing”
The room is beginning to fill with students. I’ve been sitting at my desk for about ten
minutes reading Maya Banks’ Sweet Persuasion.
“Hey, Alex. What are you reading?” Becky asked. She sat on the desk to my right.
“A book,” I said. My eyes glued to the page.
“Oh, let me see!”
I finish a sentence and hand over the book. At this point, it becomes a matter of whether
she’ll read the back cover synopsis or read off of the page I’m currently at.
He pressed her deeper into the bed as his tanned buttocks rose and fell over her. Flesh
against flesh, the only sound that echoed through the room was the harsh slap of his body
meeting hers and the soft grunts that somehow escaped his tightly closed mouth.
He spread her wide as he arched over her one last time. She could no longer control
her cry when he drove impossibly deep.
“Oh. My. God!”
Yeah. My god, too.
For some reason, The Fates always have strangers and friends ask to read my books
right in the middle of an “intimate” scene. It can never be a point where dialogue and plot are
developing; instead the characters in the book are caught with their pants down. But they aren’t
alone. I, too, have been caught doing the “nasty.”
Exactly what about sex and the sexual being is nasty or embarrassing? Why do we have
the impression that certain literary art is another form of pornography1? Can the descriptions of
sexual scenes serve as a social commentary? Can they serve the purpose of developing the
bond between characters? Authors like Banks believe that sex scenes are more than just for the
sex. I’d call it “sex with a purpose.”

Before we explore this content, I ask that you take a moment to study your
surroundings. Are you reading this article in a busy coffee shop? On a packed metro? Or at
home?
Now, say the following aloud: Vagina, Penis, Fuck, Ejaculate. If you can’t, or won’t,
it’s likely you’re reading this somewhere where some might consider such language
inappropriate and other’s will think less of you. If you do say this aloud, then you’re likely
alone- in your own privacy- or among good friends that are aware of your bluntness (I will bet
on the former). If you’re neither the above and are able to say the vulgar list aloud with
strangers who will look at you oddly and most likely judge, then I applaud you and wish that I
had half the cojones you do because that takes guts.
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Why is it that most of us will hide certain types of media from the public? Is it because
we feel that society deems it “Not Safe for Public Viewing” (NSFPV) or is it that it aligns with
our perception that certain things are meant to be kept private?

The French developed the short lived eighteenth century literary genre of the Libertine2
(erotic) novel that held themes that explored the taboo of sexuality through anti-clericalism,
anti-establishment and eroticism. Writers classified under this genre-like Pierre-AmbroiseFrancois Choderlos de Laclos and Marquis de Sade-were criticized in public for the graphic
descriptions of various sexual acts. However, that did not prevent their works from gaining
popularity and readers. Both de Sade and de Laclos served in French society- de Sade was a
nobleman and related to the Royal House of Condé and de Laclos was a French soldier turned
writer- and they thrived in the French libertine traditions of the “morally unrestrained” on the
selfish pursuits of sexual pleasure.
De Laclos’ Les Liaisons Dangereuses (1782), written through a series of letters among
the characters, detailed a story of sexual exploration- using sex as a means to get what you
wanted- and revenge. The novel’s anti-heroine3 and anti-hero3, Madame de Merteuil and the
Vicomte de Valmont, use sex methodically and for purposes of selfish pursuits. Madame de
Merteuil uses it for revenge (against her former lover who had dumped her for another) and
arguably for her insecurities and Vicomte de Valmont uses it because he basically could (in the
case of the story, he uses it to gain one last night with Merteuil). (*Modern readers who want a
better idea of the book: it was adapted into the 90s movie Cruel Intentions).
The novel caused immediate scandal because the main characters were aristocrats and
their said actions went against the social characteristics of French etiquette and mannerisms
(they used sex as a form of power and corruption). Scandal or not, the book became popular
among reading circles, so popular in fact that Queen Marie Antoinette owned a copy. However,
it was rumored that she had a black cover to hide it from guests in her library. Any respectable
person, especially a woman, would read the novel in private to avoid gaining the reputation of
a hussy (or something similar to a twat).
Marquis de Sade’s novel details to the more obscene and extreme, as he wrote the early
manuscripts for Justine (1791), originally titled Les Malherus de la vertu (1787), while
imprisoned at the Bastille for many counts of sexual scandals and crimes. De Sade’s reputation
forever immortalized him with the sexual philosophy of sadism– gaining pleasure in inflicting
pain on others or pleasure in watching pain inflicted on others-which is one of the major
themes in his works. His taste covered the extremes-rape, orgy, physical abuses-which to most
during that time period were unfamiliar because the sexual exploration has never been written
so freely before.
Both these authors wrote detailed descriptions of the sexual encounters of their
characters. While the first impression for most could be to disregard the writing as “garbage,”
it is unfair to reduce its material to only glorified sex. These novels and their contents serve as
a social commentary on the era in which they take place (18th century France).
De Laclos’ novel didn’t become a literary criticism of the French “Ancien Regime”
until after the French Revolution. There is speculation that de Laclos wrote the novel to
highlight the corruption of French aristocracy and nobility. De Laclos’ use of the epistolary
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form (in letters) served as the timeline for the novel as it was the primary form of literature
during that time period and was practiced by both genders. The manipulation and selfish
pursuits among the characters parallel the French “Ancien Regime” and the decline of its
power towards the end of the French Enlightenment.
Marquis de Sade’s descriptions of sexual acts forced upon the main protagonist,
Justine, are more scandalous and criticized because of the variety of men that act on their
darker primal perversions (in the story she is abused by a gang of thieves, a young count, a
group of monks, a doctor, a financier, the list continues). Justine’s tale and the detailed
description of her abuse is a complex take on the French ruling class and masculine power.
According to Jane Smiley, author of 13 Ways of Looking at the Novel4, de Sade’s Justine
serves as a social document that captures the chaotic violence of the French Revolution and
highlights the corruption of an entire society on the brink of self-destruction (36). The
following is taken from the monk rape scene in de Sade’s Justine:
I am nigh to being rent and nothing yet announces the end of my sufferings; he has
exhausted every possibility, still he drives on; the end I await is to be the work of his delirium
alone; a new cruelty stiffens him: my breasts are at the brute’s mercy, he irritates them, uses
his teeth upon them, the cannibal snaps, bites, this excess determines the Crisis, the incense
escapes him. Frightful cries, terrifying blasphemies, shouts characterize its spurtings, and the
monk, enervated, turns me over to Jerome.
De Sade detail is what impacts the reader when Justine is being tortured and abused.
The pace is quick and the brutality of the situation is never tame or sympathetic, it’s savagery.
De Sade had some peculiar carnal tastes and I found myself cringing at the brutality meets
pleasure aspect of it. Moreover, its scandalous appeal and popularity often left certain public
figures finding the literary work to be crude and tasteless. Justine and the sister sequel, Juliette,
were both published anonymously, however Napoleon Bonaparte was not pleased with the
content and ordered the arrest of the author and without trial de Sade was imprisoned for
thirteen years.

Currently, you don’t see many American authors and publishers being arrested for
certain works that they make. However, the moral inquisition still goes on for those who chose
to read such material in public. I’m not ashamed to say that I enjoy reading, I read books from
a variety of genres: mystery, memoir, science fiction, erotic contemporary romances… Yes,
erotic contemporary romance is among one of the genres I partake every once in a while, and
as you read earlier I even have the “audacity” to read them in a public setting. Not church,
though, for some reason I cannot make myself bring any book, regardless of genre into a
church that isn’t the bible (it probably has something to do with the Catholic guilt and the
whole “Santa” complex that He is everywhere!).
Speaking of genres, what happens when descriptions of sex in a nonerotic novel
oversimplify the material to just another “sex” book? If the most notoriously graphic sex
novels of the Libertine era are more complex than their basest parts, could it be true for
something like the romance and mystery fiction genre?
Does the discomfort of reading material that describes sexual acts depend on how the
author chooses to describe the deed? For example, would one’s discomfort for reading a scene
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that involves two monogamous individuals acting out their “love” morph into a completely
different discomfort if the scene included a third party watching them? Would the scene then
be reduced to titillate a reader if what was just described were written in a genre that isn’t
classified in the erotic?
The following bestselling authors have written fiction that included “intimate” scenes
between their characters. Like the novels of the eighteenth century, the graphic descriptions of
the scene serve as an aid to a character’s development within the texts.
Charlaine Harris5, bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse/Southern Vampire
Mysteries series, says she approaches the scene by leaving “the nuts and bolts out, as a general
rule” aiming to “keep the spontaneity fresh and interesting.” The series that inspired the HBO
adaptation “True Blood” is marketed as Paranormal Mystery because in each book there is a
new threat to the heroine that needs to be resolved. Harris’ novels do contain sex scenes;
however, these scenes showcase Sookie’s personal growth and confidence. The scenes are not
as graphically descriptive as de Sade’s but serve the purpose of showcasing the development of
her character. It’s fair to say that those familiar with the television series should not compare
its sexual contents to her books as the purpose of the show is geared towards the TV-MA rating
and the book is merely for necessary character development.
Charlaine doesn’t find any medium to be particularly NSFPV, with the exception of
certain exhibits that might be inappropriate for children. Although she is familiar with writing
intimate scenes, she won’t be caught dead reading “a book or magazine with a pornographic
cover; I’m too conservative for that.” I think she has similar guilts to mine, a religious
upbringing thing that is sometimes better left at home.
I heard more ripping, and then there was nothing at all between me and him. He was
inside me, deep inside me, and he staggered backward to land on the porch swing, which
began rocking back and forth. After a moment of surprise we began working with its motion. It
went on and on until I could feel the increased tension, the almost-there feeling of impending
release.
This is the only sex scene in Charlaine’s latest Sookie novel, Dead Reckoning, and
unlike de Sade or de Laclos, the detail it pretty timid. Sure, the established scene of having sex
with your lover on a front porch swing is a little bold and daring but Charaline doesn’t shove
“the nuts and bolts” at you. I think she wants to make the point that her readers would know
how sex works and she doesn’t have to spell it out the whole time.
Kim Harrison6, bestselling author of the Rachel Morgan/Hollows series, approaches
“sex scenes” like her “fight scenes”, “less is more” and “if the act doesn’t serve a purpose other
than to titillate the reader” she does not write it. Harrison’s series is marketed as
Mystery/Urban Fantasy and follows Rachel Morgan and friends trying to survive as
supernatural freelancers. Like Charlaine, the sex scenes are used as page fillers. In Harrison’s
case, each time Morgan is described in a sexual setting, the scene serves to amplify her
arguably self-destructive attractions to “bad” characters. In the novel, the discussion is
explored through her freelance partners, and other characters close to the character.
Harrison, like her main protagonist, does not back down when faced with a challenge.
She has not problem reading any material in public, any discomforts or concerns she “got over
that in high school.” She goes on to say, “If I want to read it, I’ll tote it around with me
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proudly.” She was my kind of woman. Reading her books, the sex is not overbearing (the
anatomical features between the supernatural creatures are different) and it’s not thrown in
your face. I might even say that she’s one of the top authors in creating sexual tension (which
makes the wait all the better).
Marta Acosta7, bestselling author of the Casa Dracula series, approaches scenes with
“discretion” and like Harrison, “less is more” when it comes down to these scenes. Her series
is marketed under the romance section, although she herself does not like to read romance (she
thinks they are too predictable). She finds erotica and “any book made from a movie or tv
show” to be considered NSFPV. Her scenes mainly develop a new outlook on the stereotypes
of her characters; her protagonist in the series is a quirky Latina.
I bet you’re thinking of sinking your teeth into my flesh and clamping down, sucking out
all my juices, sucking my very being into your voracious, scarlet mouth, your full lips opening
wide, and swallowing me down…
While the excerpt above, from Happy Hour at Casa Dracula, is not an actual sex scene,
the sexual tension is pretty evident. The premise of the vampire and its connotation of sex
highlight the comedic tone that Acosta likes to incorporate in her intimate scenes. Besides you
have to love a protagonist who responds to the excerpt with “I am so not interested in sucking
any part of your repressed anatomy.”
Heidi Betts8, bestselling author in the Harlequin (Desire) romance genre, takes into
consideration her audience when she approaches love scenes. Betts has no problem writing
“extremely hot, very detailed love scenes.” However the intensity and description of those
moments will vary depending on what story she is writing and the audience that she is writing
it for (editors and publishers included). She enjoys her romance, but would not be caught dead
reading pornographyin public, magazines like Playboy and Hustler were mentioned as a big
no-no.
Candace Havens9, also a bestselling author in the Harlequin family (Blaze and Desire),
also takes consideration for whom she is writing for. She says that her characters will guide her
along “as far as explicitness.” She is not a big fan of censorship and finds only pornographic
material to be NSFPV because like most she worries for the children. “Sexy books,” however,
are another story.
Both Betts and Havens take into account that the scenes are both necessary for the
development of their characters and the audience to whom they are writing for. They stand to
reason that it would not be written if it didn’t serve that purpose. It seems that unlike the
Libertine writers, whose main focus was to explore sex by means of power and selfish pursuits,
these authors are merely trying to convey the emotional bond between their characters.
Granted, they also mentioned that the detail and vivid description of sex scenes
depended on their publishers and editors. Surprisingly, or not, it has becoming a marketing
ploy among writers to add scenes of this nature throughout the novel because the publishers
and editors demand it. Sex sells! Sex. That thing on everyone’s mind. Sex. That thing I’m
making you think of. Sex… Sorry.
Although there are skeptics that believe these authors only write these scenes for the
money, it can’t be the only element to the entire premise of their novels (if it were, it probably
would be reduced to “trash” and I wouldn’t waste my time or money on it). The sex scenes
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have a purpose and depending on the storyline and characters, it varies. Call me a hopeless
romantic but I don’t see sex as just sex, it means something and like the purpose of sex, it
varies.
The book excerpt at the beginning of the article is marketed as erotic contemporary
romance but even with the erotic in the heading of the genre, Maya Banks10 ensures that she
approaches intimate scenes with “what works best for the characters.” The scenes are detailed
and described by where each character are in their “emotional arc” and how it will further
“their connection.” In the Sweet series, the women that take part in these scenes are “owning
their sexuality” by exploring the realms of their most deep rooted fantasies, while in essence
finding Mr. Right. The following excerpt is taken from the fourth book in the Sweet series,
Sweet Temptation, and I’m warning you now, it’s pretty hot!
Another lash seared across her flesh, forcing her onto his erection. Micah caught her
head and held himself deep, his hips humping forward almost spasmodically.
They fell into a rhythm. He thrust. Cole lashed. She made a choking sound around
Micah’s cock, and he gripped her tighter until he was fucking her fast and furious.
This can be compared to the scene from Justine because it is described in a more
savage manner, unlike the excerpt from Sweet Persuasion that held a more sentimental and
mutual bond between both parties. The act that goes on in this scene is graphic and very
primal, alluring to the animalistic side of the human condition as opposed to the civilized one.
Banks tries to fit her scenes to what is best for her characters and the level of sensuality
depends on the storyline that is written. Regardless of which sub romance genre Banks is
writing for, she maintains that the “raw” level will vary but the scene will be “no less
emotional or evocative” than any other of her works.

Reading a certain book or magazine that contains explicit content should be done with
discretion, however to each his own. Although reading modern novels won’t cause immediate
scandal like its earlier cousins, there still remains a hint of discomfort for doing so in public.
These authors11 aren’t publishing “glorified sex” to purely entertain their readers (I’m sure
some might disagree). The intimate scenes serve to glorify the characters within them and their
developments throughout the novel in both a psychological and emotional connection. Sex is a
natural phenomenon but the manner in which we choose to learn or view it is what makes it
become something else. The act of sex, as seen through author’s works, can be shown in
multiple ways. However, it shouldn’t be reduced to just sex because authors have used this
action to indirectly amplify a complex issue within society or within the character’s in the
novel.

With all this in mind; once again, I ask if you can say the following aloud: Vagina,
Penis, Fuck Ejaculate.
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NOTES
1. In the Merriam-webster dictionary, the second definition for pornography is “material
(as books or a photograph) that depicts erotic behavior and is intended to cause sexual
excitement”.
1. Erotic is defined as “strongly marked or affected by sexual desire.”
2. In essence, it can be argued that certain books are considered to be pornography
because readers who lean towards certain genres, like romance (I’m not
throwing it under the bus, I’m just including the genre that was most defended
by the authors) that contain sexual acts are aware of the response that it serves
them. Then again, this becomes a whole new discussion.
3. The Libertine novel was mainly popular among French writers and the genre
ended with the French Revolution (1789-1799).
4. I describe the main subjects of de Laclos’ novel as anti-hero/ine because they
bring their own destruction and ruin by the end of the novel. They understand
their sexual exploits and their constant sexual power struggle is what leads to de
Valmont’s death and de Mertuil’s ruined reputation and diseased face. They are
protagonists that antagonize their own personal developments and fuse their
demise in society.
5. Jane Smiley’s 13 Ways of Looking at a Novel is a consideration book on a
hundred different novels throughout history, including Marquis de Sade’s
Justine, and the pursuit of investigating the novel itself.
1. Charlaine Harris is the New York Bestselling author of the Sookie
Stakehouse/Southern Vampire Mysteries series that has been adapted
into the HBO popular series True Blood. She has also written other
series in the mystery/sleuth department: The Aurora Teagarden series,
Shakespeare series, and the Harper Connlleyseries.
1. I contacted Harris via her Facebook account and although I
cannot add her as a friend (Facebook has this crazy idea that you
can only have a “limited” number of friends, about mid 4000)
she has the “message” tab available. She responded within forty
eight hours, each question answered.
2. Kim Harrison is the New York Bestselling author of Rachel Morgan/ Hollows series.
The Hollows series is being converted into a graphic novel. She also writes the Madison
Averyseries for young adults.
1. Unlike the other authors I attempted to lure into my madness for this piece, she
almost became the “one that got away” because she doesn’t “give out personal
interviews for school assignments.” But she would be “delighted” to answer my
questions as long as I asked one per day. I understood that she was trying to
help me as best as she could, she was just going to make me work for it.
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Needless to say, I practically harassed her Facebook page for a week and true to
her word, she responded to each of my questions.
3. Marta Acosta is the award winning author of the Casa Dracula series and also writes
romantic comedy under the name of Grace Coppersmith.
1. I was able to contact her via chat through Facebook, although it was a quick
interview because she was doing her own homework assignment on another
author she would interview on her upcoming blog.
4. Heidi Betts is the National Bestselling author for her Harlequin/Desireromance novels
and Paranormal romances. From her bio page on her website, I also consider her to be a
comedian.
1. Romance is her specialty, she writes it and considers the genre to be her favorite
to read. She even says that she’ll read more mainstream novels from authors
who are also romance writers because she can “rely on them for s strong
romantic thread throughout the story. Betts has a blog site, The Dungeon, and
she is one of the most active responders I have been in contact with. She was
also the most detailed interviewee for the project, exchanging questions via
email.
2. Candace Havens is a bestselling author for Berkley and the Blaze line in the
Harlequinseries. She has also written biographies, is a leading entertainment
journalist, and is Vice President of the Television Critics Association.
1. I contacted Havens via her website and Facebook. She responded
through her Facebook account and answered questions within seventy
two hours. Like most of the authors mentioned, she is active with her
readers and enjoys corresponding with them.
2. Maya Banks is a bestselling author of the erotic cotemporary romance
Sweet series. She also writes Historical and Suspense romance novels.
She enjoys reading the romance genre as much as she enjoys writing for
it.
1. I contacted Banks via her website and Faceobok. My first
attempt failed because her comment/email box on her website
only allows about 100 characters per message and my message
exceeded that amount. She asked that I resend the message to her
directly so that she can view it immediately. We kept in touch
reminding each other not to forget our deadlines. We
communicated over email and Facebook.
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Kevin Renick – “Reunion”

The wind rushed through the trees, plucking the orange leaves from their resting place,
swirling them about in a whirlwind, until they landed on the cold gray pavement. My feet
brushed away the clutter of sienna as I walked through the small town.
It had been three years since I had walked these roads; since I had last made the town of
Cherrywood my home.
My hands strolled across the rough cobblestone wall that ran alongside the sidewalk. It
was intriguing how the simple feel of the coarse rocks on my fingertips could evoke memories
of the past; memories of my childhood, my family, and Tyler, my best friend.
Tyler Jerkins was the reason for my return to this desolate town. I hadn’t laid eyes on
him since I left Cherrywood.
It was nearly a quarter after ten as I made my way toward Main Street this crisp autumn
morning; the stores were crowded and bustling, a typical Saturday. As I walked past
Peterson’s Deli, my presence caught the attention of some of the townsfolk. They had a look of
confusion on their faces; a look that said “I recognize you, but cannot put a name to the face.”
And why would they remember me? I left that town as fast as possible those three years ago;
making myself a ghost. It was only fitting.
I was always the one who wanted to leave Cherrywood. I didn’t belong in this meager
town. From the time I entered high school, my conversations were full of talk about leaving,
going on to bigger and better things.
Tyler was completely different. He was the perfect Cherrywoodian. He belonged in this
town. He loved Cherrywood, and Cherrywood loved Tyler.
Turning right on Hickory Road, I kept my steady pace. There was no need to rush. My
mind swirled with thoughts of what I would say to Tyler. It had been a few years since we last
talked, and truth be told, I was nervous about coming back. But I needed to see Tyler; it was
something that had been put-off for far too long.
I stopped on Hickory Road and the breeze began whipping about my coat. I looked
around me and took everything in. It was places like this that made me wonder why I hated
Cherrywood. The tree branches canopied over the street. the sun shining through the autumn
leaves gave the street a profound orange glow. The glow brought a bit of brightness to my
mood. Unfortunately I had to keep moving, so I walked on.
A bit down the road, I passed Terrence Hagard Elementary school. I stopped at the
chain link fence next to the basketball courts. The school hadn’t changed in the slightest. It still
looked as run down as ever; a victim of years of harsh seasons. The blue paint on the walls was
chipped away, revealing the ugly concrete that for so long had remained hidden. The courts
were faded, having been trampled by thousands of playful feet. It was just how I remembered
it; just how it was on the day I first met Tyler.
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The memory is still vivid in my mind. It was first grade and my family had just moved
to Cherrywood. I was incredibly timid; having spent the first few weeks of school sitting
silently in class while the other kids, who had been together since daycare, kept their distance.
There was something about me that they seemed to want to avoid. I felt like an alien, but my
mother in her unwavering optimism constantly let me know “They’ll love you when they get to
know how special you are.”
Every day, alone at the lunch table, I recited those words silently, pushing back the
loneliness.

So were my days for the first month or so of school. No one to talk to in class, and no
one to hang out with after school. That was my life, until Tyler stepped in.
Just like today, it was a beautiful fall day; the details of it were still visible in my mind.
It was lunchtime and I, once again, was sitting alone at my table pushing my broccoli around
on the hard plastic lunch tray. Tyler walked up, and sat down across from me.
In a state of stunned silence, I kept my head down while shooting quick glances in his
direction, but he, too, kept to himself. We sat there for a long five minutes, neither making any
sound louder than an exhale. The silence became deafening, so I broke it.
“H-h-hi…” I said.
“Hey” he said “I’m Tyler Jerkins.” He smiled a toothy smile.
“So,” he continued “I was wondering if you wanna come to my house after school and
play? I mean, my mom just bought me some LEGOs so we could build stuff, or something.” I
could see from his eyes that he was anxious to hear my response.
“Yea, sure I love playing with LEGOs, they’re my favorite! That would be awesome to
come over.”
Tyler was now beaming. He had this look about him that I soon became all too familiar
with. It was a special look; his eyes were wide as if he had just heard the best news in the
world, and his smile was large and so unreservedly infectious that I couldn’t help but smile an
enormous smile back.
To this day, I have no idea why Tyler sat down with me. Maybe he felt bad for me, or
maybe he just wanted to get to know me. Regardless of his motive, I went over to his house
that day.
From that afternoon on, Tyler and I were inseparable. We would be at each other’s
houses every day, playing games, watching movies, eating Tyler’s mom’s famous peanut
butter and celery sandwiches, talking about everything from comics to girls; no matter where
one of us was, the other wasn’t far away. Tyler was more than my best friend, he was my
brother.
Lost in my reverie, I continued on past Hagard, making my way down Planch
Boulevard, taking in the sight of the striking rustic homes. They were classic country
dwellings: white walls, paneled windows with colorful red or blue shutters, wrap-around
porches, all gracefully resting on verdant grass surrounded by waist high picket fences. I
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recalled walking past these houses, with Tyler, so many times before, talking and joking all the
way home.
This was the case all the way through high school. By then, we seemed to know each
other as well as we knew ourselves.
Although we got along fantastically, there was one thing that Tyler and I could never
agree on: leaving Cherrywood. Tyler was Cherrywood’s native son. He was adored throughout
town, and he didn’t want to abandon his home. I, however, had wanted to leave the town since
I was a sophomore. Our future in Cherrywood was an issue about which we both were
adamant. Though neither of us would say it openly, we both knew what would eventually
happen. We were too stubborn to give in to what the other wanted. Too damned stubborn to
stick together through thick and thin.
As I made my way past the old neighborhood, it just wasn’t the same without Tyler’s
familiar presence next to me and our voices challenging each other in conversation. There was
a different feel to it now, as the only thing to break the utter silence was the crunching of
leaves, crushed under the weight of my steps. I turned down Bartlett Drive and my breath
caught in my chest.
The tall, cold, metal gate was exactly the same as it was when I last saw it. I slipped
inside the spiked entry and made my way down the dusty pathway, quickly making sure the
card was still in my jacket pocket.
I was unsure what I was going to say. The last time Tyler and I talked was not pleasant.
The summer after graduation, Tyler and I were traveling down Main Street to Baker’s
Pharmacy. Tyler needed some medicine for the cough he had been suffering from for a few
weeks. I had just received my acceptance letter to State that morning, so I was excited to let
Tyler, who had already gotten his acceptance letter, know.
“So, I got my acceptance letter to State this morning!” I said joyously.
“That’s cool..” his voice wasn’t nearly as excited as mine.
“Dude, why aren’t you excited? I got into University, we can go and room together.
Finally, we can get out of this town!”
“But I like Cherrywood.” he retorted
“I know… But it’s college, man! I know that you want to go. Think about it; new
people, parties, girls!” I smirked, “maybe class from time to time.”
“Yea, but I don’t know if I want to go.”
I stopped.
“Tyler, what the hell are you talking about?” I said. “We have talked about going to
college and living it up for years now.”
“Well things have changed.” he responded.
“What do you mean ‘things have changed’?” I was growing louder.
“It’s just..” he paused “I…I don’t have time for college.”
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“Don’t have time? It’s college with your best friend, I think that takes priority over
other crap in your schedule.”
“Look Kevin,” he pleaded “I just can’t go to State.”
“This is ridiculous, dude!”
“I’m sorry bro, it’s just I —”
“Don’t call me bro…” I cut him off. “My ‘bro’ would go to college with me and not
waste his time in this dumb town.”
“Please listen..” he asked.
“Oh whatever. This town blows, and the best thing anyone can do is get as far away as
possible. You might wanna follow suit, or else you may end up the same way as your brother,
what is it? Fourth child on the way, and only 20?”
“Watch what you say! Just because you’re Mr. ‘High and Mighty’ and think everything
is below you doesn’t mean it doesn’t matter for the rest of us!”
“I don’t want to hear it!” I yelled, “You know what? Have fun staying in this small ass
town, maybe you’ll become the Manager at Tim’s Grocery, I hear they have dental. Maybe
even get a nice gold watch after 50 years of dedicated service. What an Honor!”
People were stopping to look at the wreck in progress.
Tyler paused and regained his composure. “I’m sorry” he whispered.
“Hold your ‘sorries’ for someone who gives a shit!”
I turned away and started walking. Fast. I didn’t look back; I didn’t have to. I knew
what the look on Tyler’s face would be. I walked all the way home, tears streaming down my
cheeks, my heart bearing the burden of guilt.
Later that night the guilt hit me again full force. How could I say those things to my
best friend? Why the hell did I treat him like a bug on the pavement? I wanted to apologize, I
wanted to call Tyler and ask for forgiveness. But I didn’t. I sat in my room all night stubbornly
telling myself not to do anything. I didn’t know what to do, I didn’t know how to approach
Tyler, I didn’t know how to tell him I was sorry; so I didn’t.
I didn’t see Tyler again the rest of the summer. I never called. He never called. I left to
Florida State without saying goodbye.
I didn’t hear from anyone in Cherrywood for years, except for a few immaterial calls
from my mom here and there. Tyler never called me and my guilt prevented me from reaching
out to him. That was until a few days ago, when I received a call from Tyler’s mom. My flight
left early the next day.
I walked slowly down the path, surrounded by leaf sprinkled grass. The path ended at
the base of a short hill with a tall oak tree standing atop, its harvest coat a beautiful
combination of crimson and gold. Resting safely beneath it was Tyler.
I stepped up to the base of the tree.
“Hey, Tyler,” my voice quavered, “long time.”
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Silence.

The alabaster tablet had no words, save for those etched onto its face.
“In loving memory of Cherrywood’s favorite son. Tyler Jerkins June 11, 1991September 23, 2009. He may have left this earth, but he shall forever be in the hearts of all.”
I sat beneath the colorful oak tree, with the tablet at my side, until the sun began to sink
into the horizon. Silent, I sat, not knowing what to say, or whether to say anything at all. I just
sat there looking at the engraving until its words were still clearly visible when I closed my
eyes.
The town was about to fall into night, so I stood up, brushed the dirt off my jeans and
looked again at Tyler. I reached in my pocket and grasped the sheet of paper it concealed. I
read the note to myself again and again as tears ran down my cheeks. I knelt down, at eye level
with the headstone, and laid the shred of paper at the base.
Turning around and walking back down the dirt path, I left the note behind. My final
words to Tyler: “I’m sorry too.”
The sky was a beautiful dark orange, with small traces of white, and even dabs of a
luscious pink. It was a perfect Cherrywood sunset.
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Juan S Caicedo-Madre

Waiting in my car, waiting for the temperature to
warm, Savannah says, tell me a story.
I learned everything I’ve ever known from my mother. Like
how to deal when things seem bad.
I was five once. I woke up and walked around my room,
around my bed. I was old enough to have one. the stuffed
creatures hung around the room. They stared, they knew.
She calls me a lot. Sometimes I mind, does that make me a
bad son? She didn’t have that good of a relationship with her
parents, so she’s glad of the way we are. She says she misses
me. I don’t really say anything-it’s my mom. I tell her I’m
okay, because she asks. I tell her I am busy. She knows, but
she wants to talk about her day. How Terry1 made some joke.
How he pissed her off. Or how her garden is doing. “There’s
yellow peppers now,” she says. That’s great. She tells me I
should have a garden. She says I’m too young to care now,
but that I’ll have a garden someday.
I walked around the edge of my bed and felt something cold
and wet at my feet. I cried. My mother had gotten in my
room last night after having too much to drink. Savie
laughs.
I still joke about it to my mother. It’s one of the few things I
remember from then. Recently, she asked me about my drinking.
“Did you drink?”
“Yes but only a little
bit” “Be careful”
“I am Mami”

1

Terrance Bernard: Born in Michigan, although I am unsure of how old he is, he is older than my mother. He
must be around fifty, probably older. He is bald (shaved head). My friends say he looks like a turtle- like Crush
from Finding Nemo. He is a surfer so I guess it fits. He’s been with my mom for about 4 years, I think. He’s really
not that bright, but he’s a swell guy.
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“But this is good, you have to drink sometimes. Better
now than later.”
“Yes”
“I was crazy when I was your age. I was a party-girl. Went
dancing a lot. It’s a lot fun. It’s your time.”
“Yes. I don’t even drink that much. I was scarred as a
child.” “Bobo,” she says. It means silly. She’s playful.
She knows
what I meant.

Savie rolls back against her seat and smiles. Want to hear
a sad story? I laugh.
I got all of my emotions from my mom. When we love,
we love arduously. When we hate, we hate violently.
And when we pride, we pride ferociously. We are lions.
She’s the lioness. I am her only cub.
She has always worked hard for me. She gave up her
work as a respected civil engineer in Colombia. For
what? I was just a child. She works banquets now. She
jokes about how they called her “Doctora.” She was the
boss. She’s not the boss anymore. No, not anymore, but
she’s still admired. She knows it too. It’s that pride.
“Everyone at work likes me. They ask me things and I
have answers. Want to know the capital of Turkey?
They don’t know. Yo si se. To me they listen. Even
the managers.”
Lucy roars.
One time her team-leader at work got to know her a little
bit too well.
She just wanted them to move a table full of food out of
the way. It was in the middle of the backroom,
obstructing passage. It slowed things down. She asked
him to move it and he looked too busy to care. I know
how he felt five minutes afterwards. The poor guy’s
manager had to come rescue him. He was in a ditch and
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my mom kept throwing dirt over his head. She was the
boss that day.
I was five, maybe four. And I was jumping on my bed. I
jumped off. I landed on my cat. It might have been a
kitten, even. It scampered around all over the place.
Eventually she went to her bed.
I don’t remember anything after, besides one moment
when it was night. It was late. I went around the corner
and my mother was in the living room crying, her head
buried in her hands. I cried too.
That’s when I knew my mom’s cat had died. I killed it.
Savie put her hand over her mouth and tried to hold her
smile. It’s really not a funny story. It’s very sad. But I
smiled too. We can joke about these things now.
There are only a few things I remember from my
childhood in Colombia. It all comes back to my
mother.
I had organized a club at school and used my mom’s
computer to make official membership certificates.
“Club de luchadores2.” This was second grade. My
mother taught me how to use Microsoft Paint.
She holds my hand in the car. I’m too young to be in
the passenger seat so I sit in the middle and hold her
hand. We are in an airplane. Ladies and gentleman,
fasten your seatbelts, we are about to take off.
Swoooooshhhh. We are flying through the air and I’ve
never been so happy.
I don’t tell her this story. I tell her my mother’s coming this
weekend. She’s coming to bother me. I smile and I feel air
in the back of my eyes. Savie looks down at her lap for a
second. Then she raises her head and reveals her blue eyes,
you love your mother a lot. I can tell.
People say I look like my father. I don’t. You might
look at pictures and say that, but you don’t know. My
2

Translation: Fighting Club. When I was young, I used to Watch Dragon Ball with my mother. She loved that
show. She also loved Knights of The Zodiac. I guess my young obsession with fighting came out of these Japanese
animated cartoons. I was never really the kid that got into big fights though, I just liked to pretend. The problem
was that one of my friend’s mother wasn’t too much into the imagination. She came to the school one day and
asked my teacher about the certificate. It had a guy with a spear through his chest- I guess it was sort of graphic.
My friend’s mom didn’t really like that. I got in trouble.
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father was a lady-killer. I like women too, but that’s
about the only thing we have in common. I learned
everything I needed to know from a woman.
“This child needs a man in the household!”
My mother can take the place of twenty men in a
lineup. She’s strong and beautiful. An independent
woman. There’s nothing better. I didn’t need my father
around.
When my mother was still young she met a man and nine
months later it was august. He was married. I still talk
to him sometimes, but he wasn’t really a presence.
I went back to where I was born last Christmas; I spent a
day with my father and my half-brother. I got a haircut,
and he bought me a pair of jeans. “Te compro jeans?
He’s still got like ten thousand more dollars he owes
me.” My father never really helped financially, even
though he sends me a few bucks every now and then.
My mom says he’s a coward and that she didn’t want to
make it worse for him.
Savannah tells me about her family and how her father’s an
asshole and how her step-dad whom she calls Dad is really
nice. She tells me about divorces and how it was at first.
How she had to visit her real father once in a while, and he
wasn’t very nice. I want to know more, but she doesn’t say.
We talk about other things.
I was seven when we moved. I had to learn a new
language in order to make new friends so I watched
Scooby Doo with subtitles. I claim that’s how I learned
English--they don’t really teach you anything at school.
But my mother struggled more than me. After a while I
had mastered English and my ma kept struggling. I was
embarrassed. I hated bringing friends over to the house
because I knew my mom would try to talk to them and
they wouldn’t understand a thing. I asked Ma to not say
anything when we were with my friends. She didn’t
mind but I’m sure it hurt her.
The car is warm enough so we drive to eat somewhere. I
don’t pay for her. I want to but she orders and ignores I’m
there. She just looks back and says, your turn. We sit and
she wants to talk
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about my life back home. I’m uncomfortable. I can tell she is
too. I think about October3.
My mother has a lot of stories about relationships
Yo siempre tuve muchos novios. Yo siempre
estava con hombres, las mujeres son muy
complicadas y eso no me gustava.4
Her longest relationship was with a guy named Jon.
They dated for five years. This has been the text of
my education about women. If there’s one thing my
mom tried to teach
me well, is how a woman’s mind works. The best
textbook of my understanding was to explain the
story of her and Jon.
*
*
*
Lucy y
Jon
Lucy went to a school where the teachers were nuns, and the principal was
a bishop. It was a Catholic school for women. Lucy was about fifteen
years old. In this school she had a lot of friends. One of them was named
Patricia. Patricia had a brother. His name was Jon. One day Lucy
and Jon met and then they dated. Lucy loved Jon very much. She lost her
virginity to him in a motel. She was seventeen. After she graduated from
her school, it was time to enter college. She decided to go to a school that
was two hours away from home. She was now two hours away from Jon.
She cheated on him five times while in college.
She loved to dance and that’s what usually got her in

3

It is the month of October- my favorite month. It is the month where I love and have met those I love. The
problem is in its curse. It is on this month every year that I find it again. It’s a recurring dream, but oh what a
nightmare. In a way October is my negative place, caught in my mind to capture me again. It is in October
when I cheat on those I love, a small crime, because my fickle heart and mind find new lust. I blame myself,
yes, but it is in this month, only this month.
Maybe because it cools down and a human needs warmth, in body and mind; they call it comfort. Maybe
it’s the name, October, sounds poetic, but then again so does November. In October nothing is what it
seems. Maybe it’s the way October ends, its filled with witchcraft. But then November comes and ties
everything together well.
On November 1st I’ll clear my head.
4

Translation: I always had a lot of boyfriends. Women were too complicated and I didn’t like it.
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trouble. She always told him the truth but he always forgave her. All of
a sudden, Jon started to become jealous.
Jon
I don’t want you wearing those shorts when you play basketball. Can
you wear longer shorts? I don’t want every guy to be looking at you all
the time.
Lucy
Oh really? I think I can wear whatever I want. It’s hot.
And I like being able to move around freely.
Jon
If you keep wearing them, then we’re done.
Lucy
Then I guess we’re done.

FIN
***

"Heaven has no rage like love to hatred turned, nor hell a fury like a woman
scorned."
According to my mom, a man should show no real
interest in a girl, because then this girl will lose interest
in him.” Don’t call her a lot, don’t text her a lot, don’t
look for her, she’l look for you”. She also said to show a
little bit of affection, but just a taste, so that she’ll be run
back for more. She reminded me of this when I was
younger. She always told me about her novio Jon and
how he became an asshole and then became jealous, but
how he was the sweetest guy she ever knew. She says
being sweet is okay, but don’t be foolish. So, “be nice,
but not too nice, and don’t show much, only a little.” If I
do this right, the girl will like me and want to keep
seeing me.
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Savie asks if she should come over my place. She knows I
have a girlfriend back home, so she hesitates.
My mother knows a thing or two about being wronged
when it comes to love. She’s been single all her life.
She thinks it’s because she’s not one to stand for men’s
bullshit. She’s probably right. She’s way too proud.
One time she started screaming at me about not helping
her with the groceries. She called me about five times
and I didn’t have my phone on me so she had to get
violent. She threw the food at me, broke the cat’s bowl
against the sink, and then went out and ripped some
plants out of the garden.
In my room, Savannah looks at the calendar and sees a date
she doesn’t like because it’s marked. It is marked for today.
Today is your two-years? You invite me over today? Really?
She stands in my room for a while. I don’t say anything. I
want to see her face. I wonder if she’s hurt. Take me home.
She says it well. It’s sharp and quick. Goes straight to my
chest. My voice cracks in agreement and I walk her outside.
I open the car door for her
but she closes it herself. I walk around and she’s already
trying to look away. I went through the same thing. I hurt
him. it didn’t work out because of me. She blames herself
too much. I don’t say anything. I know better. I try to hold
her hand but she pushes my hand back, hard. Every time I
try she does this. She never looks at me. She exits, slams
the car door.
I wonder if my ma was ever that nice.
I talked to Freud and he said this was normal. He really admired how I wasn’t
running away from it and he wanted to know what I was going to do about it.
I’m not sure Freud, but I had the strangest dream…
In the dream, I was searching for something, but I didn’t know what. I looked
around every room in the house but I couldn’t find it. Then I noticed I hadn’t
seen my mother. I went in the bathroom and she laid hanging. A rope ‘round
her neck and I felt helpless. I awoke instantly.

My mother wasn’t there. I looked over to my desk where Freud sat legs crossed
with a notebook in his lap. He looked up at me and nodded.
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Child, it’s simple really.5
Is it?
Have you read my essays?6
No, I said, I’ve only heard about your work.
Once there was a man named Oedipus whom married his mother.
Yes, I know of him. But what does that have to with me? And why is my
mother hanged?
You fear son, but you’ve repressed it. You fear you’re hurting what you love.
Savannah’s golden hair was nothing like my mother’s dark waves and her hazel eyes
held different light than Savannah’s blues. Somewhere between the independence and
bitterness in their gaze, the similarities were there. Suddenly I understood why it had all
felt so familiar. A few times I had considered it but I had always rejected the notion that
I was fated to love the only thing I had ever really known.
“Madre, I met a girl.”
“She nice?”
“Yes, she’s really sweet. But I don’t know what to
do.”
“Does she know about tu novia?
“Yes. It bothers her a little bit”
Savannah’s in the basement, where she does her wash. 7 She
says, find me, and I do. She doesn’t look at me much but
smiles every now and then. She kisses me out of the blue. Her
laundry is done. She picks up her clothes and leaves me
saying, ciao.
A week passes and we don’t talk.
I see my mother and she hugs me tight. She’s only here for
the weekend. I take a breath and she’s gone. Gone again and
5

I always pictures Freud with a southern accent.
Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality
7
Some great architect decided that it would be sufficient to place the laundry room in the basement. If you’ve ever
been in one of these dark places, you’d think you were in a labyrinth.
6
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I won’t see her for a few months. I miss her already. I fear
she’ll never know how grateful I am for
her. I think about Savannah, but she’s a mirage now.
“She just wants to make herself seem important. The
more attention you pay to her, the better she feels.
Do not talk to her again.”
“I know ma.”

Freud sits at my desk again and smiles. He hands me his notes. He’d been drawing stick
figures the whole time. Don’t go insane on me, son. You’ll never find anyone like your
mother.

